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EXECUTIVE SU~4ARY.
The over'all performance characteristies of a limited m'ea, hydrostatic,
fine (52 km) mesh, orimi ti ve equ(.ltion, numerical weather" prediction model are
determined in anticipation of future satellite data assimilations with the
model. The synoptic and mesoscale predictive capabilities of version 2.0 of
this model. the Mesoscale Atmospheric Simulation System (MASS 2.0), were
evaluated at NASA/GLAS. \o<lhich has provided the support for MASS development by
Systems and Applied Sciences Corporation. The authors of thi s. report comprised
the independent group of model evaluators. The two-part study is based on a
sample of approximately thirty 12h and 24h foreca:;ts of atmospheric flow
patterns over the United States dul"ing spring and early summer of 1982.
The synoptic-sca.le evaluation results (Part I) benchmark the p~rformance
of MASS 2.0 against that of the National Meteorological Center's operational,
synoptic-scale weather prediction model, the Limited area Fine Mesh (LFM). The
large sample allows for tile calculation of stati ~;tically significant measures
of forecast accuracy and the determination of systematic model errors. The
synoptic-scale benchmark is required before un smoothed mesoscale forecast
fields can be seriously considered. The mesoscale forecast fields cannot. of
course, be rbjectively verified with routinely collected synoptic data.
Instead, the mesoscale fields are (a) SUbjectively "vedfied" (in Part II) i.n a
diagnostic sense against a large sample of observed meSoscale convective
systems. and (b) used in a real-time experiment in late June to forecast·
"convective outlook" areas.
The results of the synoptic-scale evaluation demonstrate that MASS 2.0
predicts the lower t,·opospher.ic mass fields significantlY better than does the
i
Lft1 model, but that the LFM does significantly better in the upper troposphere.
The greatest improvaoent by MASS 2.0 over the U'M model forecasts is in the
thickness field over the western U.S., where the LFM sh<Hled a systematic cold
bias in this sample. It is suggested that the higher '"esolution anC: improved
. planetary boundary layer parameter 1zation in the mesoscale model resul ted in
less eastward phase error of western troughs and more r'ealistic lower
,
tropospherlc heating distributions, respectively.
The most important systematic forecast error in I1ASS 2.0 appears under a
specific kind of synoptic flow pattern, in which serious loss of mass occurs
throughout the model atmosphere over the eastern United States, It appears
tha t eastern boundar y cond i tions may have been the source for thi s probl em.
\fhen such cases are deleted from the whole sample, MASS 2.0 either equals or
exceeds LFM performance throughout virtually the entire troposphere. Other
significant systematic errors exist in the 2j~h MASS 2.0 forecasts. These
include over forecasts of thickness values and sur face cyclone intensity over
the Plains states. These synoptic-scale errors can be traced to an erroneous
CJSK-like (Conditional Instability of' the Second Kind) process that occurs at
\:.he mesoscaZe as a result. of the omission of a cumulus parameterization scheme
in this version of the model. The last important model error studied is low
mOi.sture/instabil.i ty levels forecast. oyer the soutt)ern U.S. This bias seems
mostly related to problems in the model moisture initialization.
The mesoscale study demonstrates that MASS 2.0 produces coherent vertical
motion fields that offer a significant improvement over t'he LFM foreci3sts, in
terms of information content and displacement errors. The MASS 2.0 vertical
motion fields are combined with other mesoscale forecast fields to produce
9
V
"predictor variable" fields. These fields are "accuratelyn related· in a
H
diagnostic sense to the locus of about 501 of 149 strong mesoscale convective
systems (MeS) which were obsel"ved during the 3-month duration of the
experiment. TIle verification criteria us-ed were 3h/250 ~(m temporal/spatial
forecast accuracy. The false alarm rate w'as very low (about 14%). Thus, the
chief problem was ullderforecasting, the leading causes for \-lhich were (a)
impl"operly forecast "short wave" disturbances aloft, (b) underforecasts of
frontal convergence tntensity (mostly related to underforecast surface high
pressure intensity resulting from the eastern boundary condition problem), and
(c) underforeoasts of potential instability (mostly related to the moisture
initialization problem). These problems are ident1.fiably situation-dependent.
The limited real-time experiment showed that a forecaster could red !,loe
the she of his convective outlook area by 42% when using MASS 2.0 information
in place of the LFM, without suffering a major reduction in the ability to
detect ("hit ll ) SCOI"e. He thereby achieved a modest reduction irl false alarms
and a 15% inorea:.;e in forecast skill. MASS 2.0 provided the forecaster with
useful information on the depth, strength, and continuity of fields indicative
of possible strong convection, and thus helped refine his threshold for action.
These results indicatE: that the existing version of the model can be used
to gain insight into mesoscale processes and to assess the impact of satellite
data upon the mesoscale in those cases whel'e the effects of the notc.d
systematic errors at the synoptic scale are minimal. Further model development
to remedy these systematic errors is recommended before satellite data
insertion in general is attempted.
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FIGURES
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polar stereographic projection.
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Synoptic-scale for.ecast skill score compa.l"isons between MASS 2.0 and
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Daily UM-MASS 2.0 24h forecast difference statistics. Positive
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forecast difference statistics.
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En'or histo-map for 12h ,wticyclone forecasts. Wi.thin each large box
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Pig. 10: 24h fo_recast afh:I verification analyses valid at 1200 GMT 9 June 1982:
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(1) 1000-500 mb thickness analysis (heavy lines in m) and thickness
"difference map" (light solid (forecast greater than observed va_lues)
and dashed (forecast less than observed values) lines, in m), (6Z
and 62", respectively; (b) forecast: surface pressure field (pI" )
~ S~
and diagnosed fl'ontal systom (solid), and observed _location-s of
o
surface 10t'l prossul.'e systems (PSFC) and frontal system (dashed),
in mb (07
in m) and
1007 mb); (c) forecast 500 mb geojJotenta1 (2 500 ) (solid,
'·5 -1
vorticity U'sov) (dashed, 10 s ) fields; and (d) _forecast
of 24h llCcuI11u]atod s :ablo prccipitat_ion (P ), in mm. Dashed lineAce
traces past movement of Ir.:lX ir,n:;,) from .i. t.s origin at positioJl "X".
Fig. 1,1: 24h 500 mb goopotentia] and vc,rticity (a) verification analysis,
(p.45)
(b) filtered MASS 2.0 forecast, and (c) LFM forecast valid for
1200 GN1' 9 June 1982. "Sht ·-t waves" in the vorticity l"ic1ds are
v.i
la.belled numerically. Reporting l'awin50nde station .Iocat.ions
shown .in (a). Isolines in Sc1me format f15 in F.J:g. 10c.
Fig. 12: MASS 2.0 unfiltered forecasts of 500 mh c;eopotent:iill and vorticity
(p.46)
(ilS in Fig • .11) at 1800 GM'l' 8 ,June 1982 (6h) , 0000 GMT 9 June 1982
(12 h), and 0600 GMT 9 June 1982 (lB h).
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MASS 2. a unfi1 tered fOl'ecas t5 of (a) planetary boundary layer depth
12 -1(mb) at 12h (II ); (b) 700 Illb omega vel'tical moLion field ()Jbar s )
at .12 h (W 700 ) , (dashed"" uplvard); ':lnd (c) 300 mb wind vectors
and divergence (solid positive, dashed negative, intervals
-1
s . ) at 18h (V300' D300) produced from ini t.i.,l condi t1.ons
at 1200 GMT 8 June 1982.
Comparison of 12h forecast of 700 mb vertical motion (uplvard, dashed
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at intervals of 2 )Jbar s ) by the LFM neft) <'ind MASS 2.0 (center)
models. A.Iso shown is ver.Uying GOE.J-E v.isible satellite image.
Model forecasts verify at 0000 GMT 3 April 1982, satellite image is
for 2230 Gm' 2 ApJ:il 1982.
Comparison of 12h I,l-'M and filtel'od MASS 2.0 forecasts of 500 rob
rfeopotential height (solid lines, CI = 60m) and absoltlte VOJ:tic:ity
1 -5 .-1 " .... '. '.(dashed lines, CI ~ 2 x .,.0 s ) flom LnLtlal analysls at 1200 GM.T
14 April 1982. lllso shown is vc,.r.ificiltion cwalysis at 0000 GNT·
15 April .1982. Box over centor portion encloses sU.b-synopt.ic area
of in-depth study in succeeding fi !j·ures.
Sequonce of unf.i1 tered MAS'S 2.0 forecasts of 500 mb goopotontial
height and vorUcity on 14 /1[>1'il 1982. Sarno formilt as .in Fig. 15.
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FJ:g. 17: Sequence of MAS'S 2.0 700 mb vertical motion fieLds and NAFAX
(p.68)
Automated Radar Summaries on 14 April 1982. Vertical motions
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contoured at intervals of 2 I1bar s (dashed:: upwal'd). Radar echo
2tops (under1J:ned) reported in ft x 10 •
Fig. 18:·
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Comparison of 1211 forecast of 700 mb vertical motion (upward, dashed
--1
at interv.olls of 2 pbdl" S ) by the I,FM (left) and MASS 2.0 (l'ight)
models, verifying at 0000 GMT 15 April 1982.
F;ig. 19: Initial (top) and 24h (bottom) forecasts of 8':0 mb tf:~mperature
(p. 71)
(left, dashed), geopotentia1 he.ight (left, so1.id) I and wind
vectors and isotachs (right, solid). Also shown ar.e two-hourly
locati('lls of maximum surface pI'essur.e [3.11s, with circled numbers
denoting time in GMT. Isotherm interval is 2.5(:, geopotentia1
I . h' l' d' I' 1 . -1W1g t 1nterva 1S 30 m, an lsotac 1 .Ulterva 1S 5 m s
Fig. 20: Model 12h forecasts verifying at 0000 GM7' 15 April 1982 of (a)
(p.73)
p1anet'lry boundary layer height (in m), (b) dew point temperature
(OC) at the lowest level (0 = 0.96) in the model ("surface"), and
(c) "surface" wind divergence (10- 5 s-l) with convergence dashed.
Fig. 21: Const.ituent fields of model convective predictor va.dabl.e field
(r· 79 )
IvLI and comparison with observed MCS' loci at 0200 GMT 15 April 1982:
(a) .lifted index forecast, (b) 700 mb vertical motion (upwards is
-1da.sIled, in pbar s ), (c) WId field produced from overlap of 700
mb OJ > -2 pbar s -1 and lifted ind(,;x _~ 0 areas, td til numbered l.oci
of WLI and corresponding NCS' (forecast spatial. ot'fset shown by
viii
lin/;! segments), and (el) a.us· GNT radar ·S'l.fmmary (storm tops in 102 ft)
showing distribution of the throe NeS's.
Fig. 22: LF'M- .:wd MASS 2.0··based convective outlooks produced by experiment<11
(p.93)
forecaster. (dashed and solid boxes, rc-Jspectively) on the six days of
real-time fOl'ccast: experiment. .rrregular.Zy-slwped MASS 2.0 based
al'eas are the resl./l t of combining areas of separate seVere weather
watch boxes. Als<? shown are verifying S€lVere w~ather reports, where
lJ '"" large hail, '1' = tornado, W =: damaging windstol'm, and numbel's
designate number of such .reports within a cluster. Position of
locus of convective predictor variable (WLI, FCE, or WA) is shown
at 2h int.ervals by stars (arrows denote increasing time).
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EVALUATION OF THE SYNOPTIC A,."ll) HESOSCALE PREDICTIVE CAPABILITIES
OF A llESOSCALE ATNOSPHERIC SIMULATION SYS.TEM
1. INTRODUCTION
It is well. established that nonlinear processes in mes?Scale numel'ical
weathel" p)'ediotion models can generate realistic mesosoale features fl'om
initial conditions obtained only fr'om a larger synoptioscale (Perk'i'Y, 1976;
Warner at a1., 1973; Anthes and Keyser, 1979; Maddox at a1., 1981; Anthes
at a1., 1982; Ch'wg ~t a1., 1982; Kaplan, at a1., 1982). As an explanation for
such success, Anthes and Warner (1978) have suggosted that theslllaller the
scale of the initial state phenomen')n, the more the atmospher3 "forgets" that
ini tial state al1d I"os::>onds ':'nstead to t~e model's nonlinear dynamicJ and local
fOl"cing. There have, however, been some attempts very recently to incorpol"ate
meso-alpha scale (Orlarlski, 1975) data \nto the initial model state, with very
encouraging resul ts (Tarbell at: a1., 1981; Kaplan at cd. ,. 1982). There is a
growing awaren~$S lhat the initial data field.s fOl' mesoscale mo<lels should have
a horizontal resolution of at least 30 km to properly resolvesmall-soale
systems (National Research Council, 1980), which may soon be available from
boti"1 satellite and gt'ound-based remote senSOI'S. Yet, it is highly desirable,
first of ~\ll, to dOol.'11ent the perf0rmance char-'lcteristics of the model at both
the synoptic- ()nd me'lo-scale !=rior to SUCll data assimilation expel"iments.
Most reported studies of mesoscale prediction model capabilities have
relied upon ei ther (a) in-depth comparisolls of model forecast fields y~ith
observed verification data or. a case stUdy basis, or (b) have shown how the
model can realistically simulat.e generally known aspects of such mesoscale
features as ~ountain-valley breezes, sea breezes, fronts, mesoscale convective
complexes, and mountain waves. Ral"ely have comprehensive studies of overall
,J.;
model performance based upon a large population belen conducted. Anthes and
Keyser (1979) reported on the statistical forecast. s1<ill scor'es of the
Pennsylvania State Unive.'sity mt'soscale model (l.lsing a 60 km mesh) and rated
the PZNN model performance relative to that of the ldrge-scale, operatior.al
Fleet Numerical Weather Central model (Kesel and Hinninghoff, 1972), based on a
32-cas(> sample. However, they did not report on the regioilal variation in
systematic model errors, so that the nature of the model Iwrors could be better
understood. Furthermore, the mesoscale vertical motion fields were not
exhaustiv~ly exanincd for d,;gree of coherence.
In the present work, the regionally-varying systematic errors, the
coherence of the mesoscale fi.elds, ar.d statistically significant forec~st skill
scores of the smoothed synoptic fields forecast by a mesoscale modelling system
known as tl-te Mesoscale Atmospheric Simulation System (I'IASS, version 2.0) are
described. The general structure of the system lias been discussed, wi th an
example of mesoscale fOl-ecasts for a severe storm outbreak, by Kaplan et al.
e1982). The system has been under develo;:ATl8nt at the Systems and Applied
Sciences Corporation, wi th s\.pport from the NASA/\30ddard Laboratory for
Atmospberi.c $, '-'nces (GLAS). The evaluation I.as :)erformedat GLAS, and
therefot'e was LI( independent of the muddling developnent group. It is the
objective of this research to evaluate the synoptic and mesoscale predictive
capabilities of the model in terms of approximateJy thirty 12h and 24h
forecasts of atmospheric flow patterns over the Ur,ited States during spring and
early SUmmer of 1982. The synoptic-scale performance Is benchmad<ed against
that of the National I-Ieteol"ological Center I s large-scale OPE-rational Limited
Fine Mesh (LF'M) model (Gerrity, 1977; Newell and l'eaven, 1981). Brief
comparisons between the LFM's perfonnance during this experiment-and that
2
reported on by Silberberg and Bosart (1982) from a much larger sample will also
be made, in order to see whether our sample is rt'presentative of LFM
performance in general.
The synoptic-scale evaluation l'e5ul ts are given in Part I of th{s paper.
These resul ts serve as a benchmark by which t,he unsmoothed MASS 2.0 mesoscale
field forecasts can be interpreted and seriously considered. Part II consists
of (8) a SUbjective "verification" of the unsmoothed mesoscale forecast fields,
by using Such fields as "convecti.ve predictor' variables" which are verified
against a large sample of observed mesoscale convecti.ve systems. and (b) the
results of a limited real-time convective forecast experiment using model
derived variable fields to forecast "convective outlook" and "severe weathel"
watch" areas. Sole rt>liance upon a SUbjective verification for the mesoscale
fields is naturally the consequence of not having a mesoscale observed database
by which the forecasts can be objectively verified. Thus, our approach differs
from that of Anthes and Keyser' (1979) in this regard, as they attempted to
verify the unsmoothed mesoscale forecasts of the PENN model against synoptic
observations, The consequence of their approach was that predicted field
gradients were stronger than could be observed, which reflected to an unknown
degree upon the final statistical results.
We note that it is not the prime objective of this stUdy to use the
model's forecast fields to furth~r our understanding of those mesoscale
processes thut are important to the development of severe convection. Ho\vcver,
sevet"al mesoscale phenomena resolved by MASS 2.0 (mountain waves, dryline
bulge, low-level jet, etc.) ,_ '1 be illustrated. Moreover, these resul ts can
serve as a basis for future, nlore exhaustive case studies of indiVidual storm
systems.
3
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V
/2. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL
A complete description of MASS is given by Kaplan et al., (1982). The
most important model characteristics are summarized here and contrasted with
those of the LH~. In brief, MASS utilizes higher order accurate finite
difference approxirr.ations, a mesoscale mesh with nesting capabilities, high
vertical res0lution, the diabatic primitive equations in hydrostatic form, and
a planetary boundary-layer (PSI.) parameterization based on surface-outer layer
similarity theory matching. Version 2.0 lacks a cumulUS parameterization
scheme, and differs in a few other respects from the general discussion given
in Kaplan, et al., (1982), as will be noted. MASS 2.0 utilizes the high
computation speed of the CDC CYBER 203 vector processor rnac!1ine to produce a
24h simUlation in 30 min CPU time.
a. Model Numerics, Boundary Conditions, and Lnitialization
MASS 2.0 uses 6t.h (2nd) order accurate fini te difference formulae to
approximate the horizontal (vertical) derivatives. A diffusion filter is
api-lied to renove "noise" at scales of twice the grid spacing. The Matsuno
(1966) time-marching technique is used. The grid spacing is 52 krn t.rue at 900
north latitUde on a polar stereographic projection. The model domain comprises
a 142 x 106 matrix, which covers the larger area depicted in Fig. 1. For
forecast canparisons wi th the LHl model, a subset of this area covering mainly
the data-rich United States region is used (the interior rectangle in the
figure). The model has 111 sigma~p levels.
The boundary conditions are specified from the I.FM forecast fields. A
linear interpolation from t~le 12- and 2 1j-hour I.FM forecast fields determines
values at U'e mesoscale model boundaries at intermediate times. A boundary
"sponge" 1.one is employed whereby \4eighting of the lF~l boundary tendency vCllues
and MASS 2.0 predicted tendency values is a funct,ion of distance a\4ay from the
boundaries.
The initial data for a model sjmulat,ion is obtained via telephone link
from NASA/Langley Research Center (LaRC) to the \iater and Power Resources
Service (WPRS) data base in Denver, CO. This data set is the LFM Initial Data
Matrix created at Suitland, Maryland on an operational basis. which consists of
mandatory level rawinsonde and r611l0tely sensed sounding data. This matrix is
then modified using a Barnes (1964) objective analysis technique applied to
additional surface and significant level rawlnsonde data 011 pressure surfaces
spaced 25 mb apart. Next, the merged data set is vert.ically interpolated to
the 14 sigma surfaces. A static initialization is then applied. Finally, a
cubic spline is used to interpolate the data horizontally from the LFM 190 km
mesh to the 52 km mesh.
The static initialization technique used is a variational scheme that
constrains the resulting integrated mass divergence to be zero in a least
squares sense (Sasaki, 1958). In effect, the ex\~ernal gravity wave mode is
suppressed. at least initially. However, remaining imbalances between the mass
and manentum fields can generate internal gravity waves during modd
integration, although they are somewhat attenuated by the Matsuno scheme. The
nonlinear normal mode initialization scheme mentioned in Kaplan, et al. (1982)
was not operating by the start of the evaluation experiment, so it \vas not
utilized. Proper specification of the initial divergent wind component in
mesoscale models is still a very complex and controversial problem (Tarbell
eta1., 198 1) •
The terrain used in t:ASS 2.0 is currently that also used in the U~M,
rather than the mesoscale terrain base mentioned in Kaplan, et a1. (1982).
".J
b. Parameterization of PhysicalPI'ocess~~
The LFM and MASS 2.0 Doth recognize the presence of '<later either as vapor
or liquid, although the condensate is either evaporated or forced to
precipitate immediately. If the relative humidity in a given layer exceeds 95
US) percent in the MASS 2.0 (LFM) model, the excess mix ing ,-atio is converted.
to precipitation. The quantitative precipitation forecast by MASS 2.0 at any
point on the ground is equal to that part of the condensed moisture from the
lowest 10 layers that reaches the ground. lnabatic latent heating and
evaporation effects associated with stable precipitation processes are
considered by both models.
The two models define convective precipitation and accanodate the effects
of convection differently. The LFM defines as convective precipitation a local
increase in precipitable water if such an increase occurs in a conditionatly
unstable layer whose relative humidity exceeds 75 percent. In the mesoscale
model, parcels which rise to their lifting condensation level are then lifted
pseudoadiabatically until their buoyancy vanishes. The 15M reduces the
conditional instability of the atmosphere where convective precipitation is
forecast by producing diabatic heating (cooling) effects resulting from phase
changes; also, the model redistributes manentum vertically at such points.
MASS 2.0 does not specify (or rarameterize) the vertical distributioA of
convective h(~ating from known properties of cumulus clouds. Neithl;ir call it
properly stabilize the convective atmosphere because it neglects the effects of
evaporat.ionally-caused downdrafts on the environment. ThJ.s is contrasted with
the PENN model, which specifies the heating function from a one-dimensional
cloud model averaged over the characteristic lifeti.me of the cumulus clOUd, and
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which also specifies the size spectrun of clouds (Anthes and Warner, 1978).
More elaborate schemes have recently been developecJ to at.tempt to model the
evolution of mesoscale convective systems by including the effects of
fractional entrainment, vertical wind shear, moist downdrafts, freezing and
mel ting, and momentum transport in cold out flo\o/s producl~d by such systems
(Fritsch and Chappell, 1980). Research is presently being conducted into ways
to incorporate the Fritsch and Chappell scheme into a future version of MASS.
It will be seen that omission of a cumulus parameterizEitlon scheme in MASS 2.0
had observable consequences at the synoptic scale.
The LFM and MASS 2.0 models treat the transfer of heat by radiation in a
very similar fashion. Also, a surface energy budget approach common to many
mesoscale models (Anthes and Warner, 1978) is used by both models. No
evaporation of soil moisture was permitted in version 2.0 of MASS, in contrast
to Kaplan, et al., (1982), in which groun~ wetness was simply set at a constant
value.
One very critical difference between the physical parameterizations
used in the two models lies in the way the PBL is t.r:eated. The LFM resolves
the PBL with only two levels, and fixes its depth at 50 mb. Simple bulk
parameterizations are employed, wherein the surface stress j.8 estimated from
drag laws. MASS 2.0 employs a variable-depth PBL that is better .resolved in
the vertical (0 :: 1.0, 0.96, 0.89 in MASS 2.0 VB. 0 = 1.0, 0.95, 0.72, in the
LFM). MASS 2.0 physics are parameterized by use of a generalized similarity
t,heory treatment of heat. moisture. and momentum fluxes (Deardorff, 1972). The
effects of stratificat-ion and surface layer-PBL coupling are accounted for.
The value of such an integrated parameterization approach has been st,ressed in
the rev lew paper by Driedonks and Tennekes (1981). Anthes and Keyser (1979)
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demonstrated the importance of using a higher-resolution PBL scheme in models.
A summary of the major differences between the two models appears in
Table 1. Referral to the table will help in interpreting the results to be
TABLE 1. COMPARISONS BETr'/EEN THE MASS 2.0 AND U'M MODEL, SYSTEMS.
ASPECT
Model Numerics
Coordinate system
Grid and srray sizes
Accuracy of horizontal
differencing
Time integration method
Hodel Initialization
~ii:~------
Hydrostatic-supertidiabatic
checks
Wind initialieation
Lateral Boundarl Conditions
Lfl>l
7 aigma-p levels
190 km (53x45)
4th order
Smoothed leapfrog
Mandatory pressure dst
(LFM ~nitial Data
~1atrix)
Dry convective sdjust-
ment
Sum of PE-6 forecast
divergent and
analyted initial
rotational wind
components,
Time-dependent tenden-
cies obtained from
previous global
spectral 12h forecast
uoing boundary zone
"oponge"
Sigma-to-pressure
interpolation,
"desloshing" of IllIlSS
fields, and spatial
filtering
Conditional instabillt}
i8 red..lced and
momentu~ is redistri
hlJted where I
convective precip is
forecast
B
MlIfiS 2.0
14 oigma-p levels
52 km (l42lt106) at 90·N
6tl. order
Hatsuno (J1.uler-backward)
Mandatory and significant
pressure and surface
data
Dry convective adjustment
Static initialization
to remove external
gl:avity waves
initially (Sa~aki,
1958) and use of
Hatsuno scheme at
each time step
Time-dependent tendencies
obtained from current
LFM 12-24h forecast
using boundary zone
"sponge"
Sigma-to-pressure inter-
polation, Shuman filter
to LFM Bcole and cubic
opline from 52 km ~o
190 km grid for objec-
tive evaluation
Precip may form, but
no cumuluo parameter-
ization scheme io
included (thUB
improper, if ony,
stabilization)
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TABI,E 1. (Continuad)
ASPECT
Radiative heat transfer
Planetary Boundary Layer
LFM
Surface energy budget
Clo~d effects incl.
Land-ocean albedo
dttference. Sensitiv
to water vapor
diRtribution
One fixed layer depth
(50 rob)
Use o.f bulk para~
meterization &nd
surface drag formula
No surface evaporation
over land
Sea surface sensible,
latent heat fluxes
PBL fluxes coupled to
free atmosphere only
thro\lgh dry and
moist convection
treatments
MASS 2.0
Essenti4l1y Bame as LFI1
Variable depth with
predictive equations for
h for stable and un-
acable cases
Genel'slized simi lari ty
thllory with surface
layer matching
No surface evaporation
over land
Turbulent heat, moisture,
and momentum fluxes
explicitly treated allow
PBl.-freeatmosphere
coupling
presented. Notice the "post-processing" aspect in particul<~r·. Model predicted
fields on sigma sur faces must be vertically inter polated to either isobaric
surfaces or' to the ground for model evaluation. The tlbulld-downll procedure·
presents some problems in interpretation. For example, the exact way that
lifted index is both defined and ealculated may differ slightly between models,
al though much effort was made to minimize these di.fferenc~s. The exanined
fields most sensitive to build-down problems ar'e relative humidity, lifted
index, and sea level pressure. Also notice that no IIdesloshing tl of MASS 2.0
predicted mass fields was done; however, it will be seen that this omission did
not cast an unfair light upon the perfonnance resul ts of th<:l mesoscale model.
The filtering procedure is described in section 3b.
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PART I: SYNOPTIC-SCALE MODEL EVALUATION
3. METHODOLOGY
a. Case Requirements
The experimental period started April 2, 1982, and ended on July 2, 1982.
Thus, a variety of spring and early summer systems was stl)died~ MASS 2.0 24h
simulations were attempted every \>1eekday except Fridays during this period (the
verification data for Fl"iday runs could not be collected beyond 12h). A 24h
simUlation case experiment was considered totally success·ful only if all the
following l'equirements were met:
(1) The 1200 GMT LFM Initial Data Matrix and auxiliary data base were
successfuly acquired at LaRC from th~ WPRS link.
(2) Both the 12h and 24h LFM forecasts and verification data were
successfully acqUired at LaRC from \-IPRS.
(3) MASS 2.0 simulation was successfully run at LaRG for a 24h period
and all derived variable fields plotted.
(4) Inspection of the initial condition state of the primary
meteorological field s by the NASA/GLAS evaluation team show:d no
major data loss, bias, or inconsistencies.
The second cri terlon created the most frequent problem, as the inexpensive
telephone elata Hnk ,o/i th WPRS proved rather unreal lable. Al though el/ ery
attempt was made t.o acquir~ a sample of 30 cases, in actuality 28 verifications
of 24h forecasts and only 23 verifications of 12h forecasts Were conducted.
The daily model output was typically available from the CYBER canputer by early
afternoon and could be sent to GLAS within a day or two, but the evaluation
effort required lOore than a day' 5 work per case,
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b. Objective Statistical Evaluation Procedures
Because the LFM Data Matrix was the 501e source for objective verification
of both models, the 52 km mesh MASS 2.0 forecast fields needed to ~e smoothed
prior to statistical verification. Following the build-down fl'om sigma to
pressure surfaces, MASS 2.0 output waS sUbjected to: (a) multiple (20) pa13ses
of the 3 point Shuman smoother-desmoother filter, to e:li.minate the 46x wave
(where f',x is t;.he LFM grid size of 190.5 km), followed by (b) a cubic spline
algorithm to interpolate these smoothed grid point values on the 52 km mesh up
to the 190.5 km mesh.
A stati.stical objective evaluation was performed on the nine 12h and 24h
forecast fields given in Table 2. The statistics generated were averaged over
the interior domain in Fig. 1 &nd are:
(1) Root-·mean-square error (RMSE). a measure of average model forecal;lt
error;
(2) The (31) score measure of errors in hol'izontal gradients (Tewelel;l
and Wot'· 1, 1954);
(3) The difference between the field means of the forecast and observed
variables (BIAS); and
(4) A spatial correlation matrix scheme that determines mean spatial
offset biases (Tarbell et al. I 1981). The 1ni t1a1 state mean is
first subtracted to remove large fore~ast persistence effects, and
thon the forecast and observed field ~ean values are subtracted
from the respective field values to account for forecast field bias.
'The resulting correlation matrh better spotlights the spatial maxima
in correlation (CORR).
The mathematical d~finitions for these four statistics appear in Table 3.
The relative performance levels of the LFH and MASS 2.0 models are given in
ter-tns of "diff(Jrence statistics" in this paper (LFM statistic minus MASS 2.0
statistic). Thw3. a positive diffel'ence \Jill mean MASS 2.0 has outperformed
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the LFM, with the single exception that the opposite is true for the CORR
c
•,
sta tl stl c. In order to permit a degree of generalization, each statistic score
for each meteorological variable field was first averaged over all ( ""'30)
cases, and then dally values of each such statistic were normalized by that
average. This enables a study of the temporal variation betWl~en various pairs
of the four statistics (e.g., RMSE vs. 31) to be made. Finally, a
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Figure .1. Domain of .integration used in MASS 2.0 and smaller region of actual
Forecast verificat~on. Grid s.i.ze shm'ln .is 52 km true at 90 0 N .in a
polar sterecgraphic pr.ojection.
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TABLE 2. FORECAST FIELDS SUBJECTBD TO VEIUF.rCATION.
MASS 2.0 Forecast Field
(2-hourly IMp output)
500 mb vorticity
500 mb geopotential
Sea level pressure
1000-500 mb thickness
SFC- SC;) mb rela tive humidity
Lifted i.ndex
Stable precipitation amoun~
8:0 mr' "Ij.nd vectors
85u ~b ~eopotential
850 mb t;~p~rature
300 mb df\e Jence
300 mb L:(~opotential
300 mb wind vectors
Dewpoint at a = 0.96
Divergence at a = 0.96
Surface temperature
PBL height
Pressure tendency
Subject t9 Evaluatio
Team Inspection
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes (no LFM)
no
no
no
nr
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
Subject to Statistical
Verification
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
110
no
yes (speed)
yes
yes
no
yes
yes (speed)
no
no
no
no
no
"pressure parameter-averaged normalized differen,·? statistic" was calculated
daily for RMSE and BIAS by averaging each day's normalized difference statistic
over the four "pressure" fields of geopotentia'. at the 300, 500, and 850 mb
levels and sea level pressure. In this manner, daily normalized model errors
seen in a specific statistic ]lke BIAS for four separate mass fields can be
simply canbined into one value. Variation of the statistics values throughout
the course of the experiment are of great interest, because study of temporal
variations may reveal tranr.i.tions in performance levels of the mesoscale model.
Recogni tion of such important transitions can lead the Ivay to more fundamental
under'standing of model behavior by suggesting subtle syst.ematic errors.
Therefore, these resuJ. ts should be used to prioritize future f~ASS irnproV011ents.
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TABLE 3. DEFINITIONS OF MODEJ, EVALUATION STA1'ISTICS.
F
f
~,
I
r
I
J,.~
l
f
t
~
1'7;::
~;
I
I'{
I
.~~
"UQOz
0>
:tIr-
.o-vc ):,
~ t,·
[:1
-" -, .
-.. -
'"DC(K) = D~(K,L)!Dc(K)
PRESS~E PARAMETER-
AVERAGED NO~~LIZED
DIFFERENCE STATISTICS
~ '"DR(K)=DR(K,L)!DR(K)
I . '"
I DS(K) z D~(K,L)/DS(K)
NO~~IZED DIFFERENCE
STATISTICS
~(~,L) = DS(K,L)
~ (K,L)
D*(K,L) = ffit (L)R
D~(K,L)=LFM Sl (K.L)-
~ HASS Sl(K,L)
V (K.L)=LFM ~~SE (K,L)-
R flliSS RNSE (K.L)
LO i
NG
l:(F. - 0.)
1 ~
"''''- i
NG-XG
lGOLIVF. - 170.1
Sl = ~ ~
l:HAX(F., 0.)
~ ~
I .~----~ "'f
I 'I' LFM-MASS 2.0 DIFFERENCEI BASIC STATISTICSI STATISTICS
I CORR = HAX(R.), where I D (K,L)=LFM CORR (K,L)- I D~CK,L) = DC(K,L)
I ..., I C MASS CORR (K,L) I ., I
I, aj = fF~~i+:F:O~ c~ l I I,
r------..,-------1! I I
\ l\BS = F. - ?5". I ~(K.L)=lLFM BIAS (K,q- I ~ I~ ~ I ~.ASS BIAS (K,q I DB(K) = D~(K.L) I
" DB(K,L)I I D*(K,l.) = __ f5 (K) I
B BIAS(L) I B I
I
!
J
I I N '"I Fi '" Forecast Value • K '" 1, N CASE DAYS (X(L) :=K~lX(K,L)/N X(K) = l: X*(K,L)!M
II °i = Observed Value I L = 1. P PARAMETER FIELDSNG = Number of Grid Points (avg stat for each where M z P!2 (pressureS = Standard Deviat,ion parameter) (MASS) fields only)
I ILCF i - 0,)2 I
I R.'ISE =.1-- , - I"4 NG !
>-'
~
)The mean of each difference statistic for the entire'\, 3D-case experiment
was canpl'ted. Only those mean difference statistics thClt are statistic-ally
significant at t!1e 99% level or higher wi 11 be reporte<i. Signi ficanc:e is
determined with the Studel't's t-test.(Panofsky and Brier, 1968). A difference
that is significant at the 99$ level means the hypotnesis that, Wflrean
infini te nLlnber of fcrecasts to have bee;, r•• ade wi th each model then the scores
would have cane out the same (Le., the differ'cncas bell:een the I..FM alJd MASS
2.0 models would be zero), can be rejecte<i. at t.he 99% pl"obability level. The
Student's t-score is cCJllputec, assuming the population mean difference is
zero, from
(1)
where N is t.he sample size, D is the mean of the difference statistic scores,
and
s
N
iJ-l
(2 )
is the sample st", dard deviation of the differences.
The actuaJ meaning and utility of these four statistics used to evaluate
the model's relative perforrnance should be clarified. The familiar HHSE
,':1easures the average error, but unfortunately by itself supplies no information
on what part of the error is "systematic" in natUrtl and what portion is random
O/ilmott, 1982). The wholr~ field portion of the systematic error is exanined
wi th the BIAS, wher'eas regionally systematic errors are obtained from the
SUbjective analyses described in the next section. Of course, part of the
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total error is related to errors in forecast horizontal gradi,cnts, as measured
b~ the 31 statistic.
The calculated value of the 31 is ver'y sensitive to the pro~r
specHication of the grid spadng :.lscd whenever the fOl'ecast grlidient 15,
unifonn and the observed gradient is non-uniform (or vice versa). In
part~cular, the most intense parts of the nOYl-uni.fonn gradients will be
underestimated if any grid points are skipped in the 31 formulation. This
leads to the resul t that the calculated 31 is smaller than the true 31 score.
The problen ranains even though the same formulation is ut:, :.ized in evaluating
the performance of t\40 different models, especially if the models employ
different sized grid~. We employ a first-order accurate centered finite
difference appl"oximation to the hori7..0ntal derivative elf each variable.
Finally, the CaRR value used is the maximum element in the spatial
correlation matrix. The observed and forecast fields are shifted until the
conelation is me,ximi7..ed at some displacement, and it is the absolute value at
that location in the offset matrix that is recorded. CaRR is intended to give
credit for correct forecasts of the shape and intc:nsity of· a scalar variable,
but displaced from the observe<i pattern by somG small distance. Wilmott (1982)
has found t.hat convent.ional correlation coefficient.s can be very mi.sleading. at
tImes being totally unrelated to the size of the difference between forecast
and observed variab~es. Although we account for part of this problem by
considering the spatial offset bias, the CaRR statistic will be relied upon
much less so than the other statistics.
The average relation between the RMSE, BIAS, and 31 scores will also be
retxJrted to ascertain 1>I:',;e': :,cores give the me:stconsistent imp..:lct results.
Such relationships ha\le'-\l:,-, b~:en stUdied by Atlas et aL (1982) who find tfHlb
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the RMSE and S1 scot'es contrad ict each other' at times. Hence they do not
alwa '/5 leave sirr.ilar impressions about model per fonnance.
c. Procedures for Determining Systematic Model El:rors
A canbinati.ol1 of sUbjective and quasi-objective approacl)e~, to findi.ng
systematic model errors was developed for this study. Table 2 lists those six
fields for which such errors \-Iere determined. The pl'ocedure is cccnp::>sed of the
following:
(1) Analysis of t,ime series of the model difference statistics, to search
for transitions in model perfonnance levels Vlhich can be related to
systematically differing model res~~nses to definable synoptic
pattern ,'egimes;
(2) General conclusi.ons dral-ltl fl'om map plots of objectivelY-determined
model amplitude/phase errors, to search for regional variations in
systematic model errors, defined objectively within 500 km x 500 km
boxes centered over observed cyclone and anticyclone centers;
(3) General conclusions (\1'awn f,'om map plots of mviel errors detenn ined
from sUbjectivt' parti tioning of error into amplitude and phase
errors, irregardless of error location relative to surface pressure
centers;
(4) Synthesis of above resul ts in search of new systematic errors that
actually underlie, or are the ultimate cause for, the other multiple
errors.
The success of the first approach hinges upon our ability to identify
features in the synoptic flow regime canmon to all cases of lX>0r mc.x;l~l
perfonnances. Use of t~e "pressw'c parameter-avet'aged normalized difference
statistics" makes possible such study.
The second and thir'd appr'oaches both start wi th the same data base, namely
ccmputed "difference maps" whi ch shoH contours of the model (HASS 2.0 ol'LFH) -
pt'edicted vadable values minus the obser'ved val'iable values. The second
approach was applied to errors in the forecast fi(~lds of 500 rob g(~op,)tential.
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1000-500 lIlb thickness, and MSL pressure.. This approa<:lh is very similar to the
method fir st developed by Leal"y (1971) and later adapted by Silberberg and
Bosart (1982) to the study of syst('rnatic LFM2 model errors in forecasts of
surface cyclone and related upp~r air fields. Individual errors in these
three fields were tabulated in 500 km x 500 l<m boxes HI which the cyclone was
observed at verification time. The average for the entire experiment of all
such e,rOI"S Hithin each box was then entered at the center of the box (see Fig.
2). Groups of nine boxes then 5uppl ied informaUon to a 1500 krn X 1500 km
larger box, with some overlap allowed to provide inter-box continuity. Within
each of the eight large boxes the amplitude and phase (displacement) errors are
tabulated in histogram form. The total number of observed cyclone centers hot
forecast and forecast cyclone centers not observed ar.e also ccrnputed. Anti-
cyclone centers, not stUdied by Silberberg and Bosart (1982), are also studied
by us. Such displays will be referred to as error "lIisto-maps", and are for
the most part objective means of determining the regional variations in model
forecast systematic errors.
Tl1e third approach is less objective than, but canplements, the second
approach. In this, the differCll0.e maps (Which sh.ow the distribution of total
forecast error) are u3ed to find the amplitude ert'or after SUbjectively
removing the phase error (e.g., in the forecast of a cyclone center or
thickness ridge). This method was appl ied to the 500 mb geopotential, 1000-500
mb thickness, 500 mb absolute vorticity, and mean (sigma layers 1 thru '()
relative humidity field forecasts. This approach has the dual advantages of
(1) being abre to determine am~'litude errors in any field irrespective of
Whether a surface pressure center is observed, and (2) pennitting isolation of
displacement errors in such field features as ridges and troughs (such
18
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Figure 2. Distribution of eight large boxes and smaller (500 km x 500 km) component boxes used
in construction of an error "histo-map". Each large box is composed of nine smaller
boxes in ;"lhich t:Je raw data is entered. Data from ,alternate small boxes supplies
.inforr.u tion to t;...'o (four) surrounding large boxes in the top and bottom (middle) row
for o\'cr1ap purposes.
distinction is made only wI th the surface pressure features in the second
approach). These results are then displayed in chart forrnas a function of
geographi cal reg ion. -
The fourth approach was used only to a limited degree 1n this study, for
it was a rather complex and time-consuming endeavor. However, it was used in
regard to those systematic model errors that were the most pronounced and
frequent, in order that the true underlying causeS for Stich er-rors could be
found.
4. RESULTS OF STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF MODEL SYNOPfIC-SCALE PERFOR~IANCE
a. Sea Devel Pressure and 500 mb GeopotentJ.a.l Forecast Ski.l1 Scores
A simple measure of overall model performance is a comparison between
(smoothed) MASS 2.0 and LFM average RMSE and S1 scores for 211h forec3Dts of sea
level pressur'e and 500 mb geoPJtential (Table 4). The only difference in
performance levels between the two models that is statistically significant at
TABLE 4. AVERAGE 24fI LPN AND MASS 2.0 FORECAST SKILL, STATISTICS.
Average S1
LFM MASS 2.0 LHI
Sea Level
Pressure
500 rob
Geopotential
3.2
28.5
rob
gpm
3.0
25.2
43.9 mb 43.6
25.5 gpm 23.9
______. -,-- ---l _
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the 99% probability level or higher (from (1) is that between the S1 SOMes
for 500 mb geopotential. Table 5 shows that the dHfel"ence between the two
models in terms of both mean and median absolute cyclone pr(~ssure errors for
24h forecasts was no larger than 1.0 mb. In general. the MASS 2.0 surface
pressun~ fj,elds are predicted with skill similar to the U~M model forecasts.
Thus, the large-scale circulation patterns are predict.ed about as well by the
LFM as by the much finer mesh MASS 2.0 model.
b. Statisticall) Significant Model Impacts
An overall summary of stati stically significant differences between the
LFM and MASS 2.0 forecast skill scores at both 12h and 24h verification periodS
is displayed in Fig. 3. Notice that MASS 2.0 outperforms the LFM in forecasts
TABLE 5. DJS'I'RIBUTION OF ABSOLUTE PRESSURE ERROR (MB) FOR SURFACE
C}'CWNES PREDZCTED AT 24H BY LFM AND MASS 2.0 MODELS.
Error
interval
(mb)
____N::.:.;UNBER OF NODEL CYCLONES
LF'N MASS -·2"".-'O~--
(April-July 1982) (April-July 1982)
0-1 17
2-3 8
11-5 11
6-7 a
8-9 1
10-11 0
12-13 0
14-15 0
over 16 0
TOTM. 37
Mean absolute error (mb) 2.4
Median absolute error(mb) 1.3
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8
17
4
7
1
o
a
a
a
37
3.2
2.3
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SVNOPTIC..SCALE I~OAECAST SKILL SCORE
COMPARISONS BETWEEI\ MASS 2.0 AND LFM MODF.LS
-012 H FORECAST
--X 24 H FOf1ECAST
ENTIRE SAl'PLI!
[r1"IGNIFic.ANOr: BASED ON STUD~:~T- TEST STATISTIC WITH P~ 0 fI~
---_.---"'-""'---.
. .~ -----.,.------:- ~
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FJqurc 3. S'}nopt.ic:-scalo {o)'{)cast: sk.il! score ,:oTflr>"'ll'zsons bet:woe/l MIl.S·S 2.0 and
[,pM models based UPO/l entire (nearly 30) CdS(' 8<1/1/1)}('.
of thE' lower troposplJeric mass (particularly thickrlOss) fields, Lut that the LPM
is superioz' in Jls [orocasts of uppal' tropospher.ic mass and momentum fields.
The largest differences either \~ay appear in the RMSE and BIAS statistics',
amounting in particul ar in the 12h thickness bias t.o more than a 70% pesi the
impact made by ~lASS 2.0 upon the LFM forecasts.
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The frequency of agreement in the sigr of the impact~ of t1ASS 2.0 between
the HMSE, 31, and BIAS statisti<:s for 12h and 211h forecasts of both 500mb
geop:>tential and sea level pressure was considered. This was done to make a
comparison with Atlas et al. (1982) and ta justify use of only one or two of
the statistics for the purpose of exanilling the temporal behavior of the model
performance statistics. In the Atlas, op. cit., study, the 31 scores and RMSE
differences agreed in the sign of the impact 62% of the time; we find such
agreement occurred 60% of the time (56 of 94 cases). The lowest frequency of
agreement was between 31 and BIAS 09%), whereas the highest was between RMSE
and BIAS (701,). Given thi s result and the afa ran cntioned observation that the
RMSE and BIAS scores also exhibit.ed the largest impacts, it was decided to use
these statistics to demonstrate time tendencies in model performance.
c. Transitions in Model Performance Levels
The seatter{~ram plot in Fig. 4 demonstrates that the RHSE and BIAS
stati sties for 211h forecasts of 500 rob geopotential and sea level pressure
undergo systematic variations in the sign of the impact throughout the course
of the experiment. The first 9 cases show a significant MASS 2.0 superiority,
whereas llIany of the cases in May and early June show clear LFH superiority; the
ranaining cases in late June tend to cluster around no impact either way.
Such an analysis as this is very powerful and informative, bec3use it shows
that very mi,sleading results can be peJ:ceivcd l"ru"n small sample'S (under 10 in
size) '::omposed of individual cases closer than a few days apart are used to
make conalusive statements about model performances. III effc'ct, two basic
axiol'IS of statistic"l analysis are then violated. First, tho sample must
be 5uffic.iently large that .its statistical. properties approach that of the
23
CAlLY LFM-MASS 2.0 24H FORECAST
DIFFERENCE STATISTICS
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Figure 4. Daily LFM-l~SS 2.0 24h forecast difference statistics~ Positive value represencs
favorable MASS 2.0 skill score compared to LFN.
norma.l Gaussian distribution. Second, the principle of st.:itistical
indepondence of the ind.ividual data must not be viola.ted (this problem
adsos because ba.roclinic waves normally develop rllith a 3-4 day period). These
very impol'tant principles should be considered in any model evaluation.
It might be thought that the choice of only the 24h 500 lOb geop:>tential
and sea level pressur'e results may be unrepresentative of' model performance in
genel"a!. Therefore, the "pressure parameter-averaged nonnalized difference
stati sties" (defined in Table 3) for Rl1SE and BIAS at both 12h and 2 1lh are
ShO\ifO in Fig. 5. The same general temporal trends still appear.
d. The "Be Regime" Problem
The dramatic drop in MASS 2.0 performance levels from April to early May
was explored more carefully. Fig. 6 shows the early forecast evolution of the
500 lOb geopotential and sea-level pressure fields on the day of the worst
synoptic-scale per formance by the model (May 5, 1982). A single contour and a
single isobar are darkened to illustrate the sUdden, rapid loss in atmospheric
mass (pressure)· at both levels in the model and the appearance of mesoscale 500
lOb waves over the northern midwest and northeastern states only two hours into
the model forecast. This unrealistic behavior suggests an initial model
"shock", from \>Ihich the model never fully recovers. The atmospheric mass
fields forecast at 24h still show strong negative BIAS and huge RMSE
differences. The other days \.,rith large negative difference statistics (Fig. 5)
also Were characterized by such model "shoc!(s" in thaI; part of the country.
A search was made for the underlying cause( s) of this problem. A
particular large-scale flow pattern in the initial 500 lOb geo\Xltcntial field
was found to have occurred on those d.ays of poorest MASS 2. o performance • This
pattern, which Hill be I"efened to as the "BC (bad case)" regime, is one
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characterized by pronounced troughs ove, the far' western Atlant~c and also
some.mere else within the continental United States (~ust a:1 in Fig. n. Those
twelve days on \"hioh such a regLne existed are circled in :<'1g5. 4 and 5. It is
clear t,hat these w~re 31so the days of poorest mwel perfOrmf.lllCe (notice, fer
exanple, tl1at 7 MOlY stands out from the string of poOl" performance days in
early May, and that. the l'egi:ne did not exist on that day). The pr~sence ( , the
regime did not always result in poor model perfonnance (as on 1 July). Thus,
our analysis shows that the model's performance is very sensitive to the nature
of the ini tial flow.
It is unclear why this particular synoptic flo ..' pattern would lead to such
serious mass loss problems and ye~ other patterns do not. Baumhefner and
Perkey (1982) also noticed a major 1055 in the forecast amplitude of synoptic
featur es neal" those domain boundaries where significant changes were taki ,1g
place. In particular. their December 10, 1967 case is identical in nature to
our IIBr:: regimell , with a trough on the e:Jstern boundary, a ShfJr;; ridg'1 upstream,
and a vigorous trough westward of the r)dge. In both their study and 0\1"'5, the
amplitude loss errors had time continuity (persisted) and propClgdted iOl~3rd
(westward) f,'om the eastern boundol'~" They suggest th ' I'W growth of serious
error could be delayed byexp::mding the boundar~'S!s of t~t. limitf!d dor~ain mod0l
away from areas of major" synoptic activity. They show that a ccrohination of
(a) improper specification 0'< the boundary values froon the larr!er-,:;cale mc<Jel
(the LFM in our case) and (b) blending of the nested (MASS 2.0) model preJicted
values with the specified boundary values withIn the IIhoundury s!XJnge zone"
explair.ed the forecast errors. Boundary conditic'1s may be thf' undcdying cause
of the "BC regi.me" pr'oblem also, si.nce (8) ·there nrc strong sim'.lwritics with
the flow features and character'i;,;tlcs of B"lumhefner and Peri<cy' S ca~;t~. and (b)
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there is evidence of & model "'ihoc\<"
considerable synoptic activity is occurring.
suggested that the method lJsod .in NI/5S 2.0 in detol'luining tho latol.'al boundary
values may be the ulti:nat(~ sc'urce for tiw most siqnif.J.Cdnt symoptic-scale
errors in tIle model. It is ShOh·(l in Fig. 7 til"Jt when tllos,,\ days c}lal'actel'ized
as "BC regi.ile" days cH~e m:cludeJ [rom tlJe ("Llol a Dample, MASS 2.0 equals or
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excl~eds the performance of the LFN in forecilst~; of a1.l but ono synoptic-scale
fit~Jd studied.
5. SYSTEMATIC MODEL ERRORS OBSERVED AT SYNO~'IC SCALE
a. Results of Error Risto-Map Analysis
Thjs discussion is organized int~ 12h and 24h cyclone and anticyclone
~entel' forecast errors and associated 500 mb geop:>tential and 1000-500 mb
thickness forecast errors. First. a summary of the total nunber of sea-level
pr (!SSUI" e centers missed in the forecasts by MASS 2.0 andtheLF'M is given
(Table 6). as derived from theer'ror histo-maps. It is. evident that both
models underforecast the occurrence of observed cyclone centers muen more than
they overforecast them. particularly nt 12h. MASS 2.0 suffers less from this
TABLE 6. NUMBER OF SIGNIFICANTl SEA LEVEL PRESSURE CE:N~TPS MISSED IN
12R AND 24fI FOl?ECASTS BY TilE MASS 2.0 AND LFN MUJ)E:DS.
---
"Hodel Errur L 12h
LF~1 NOC
~\ASS 2.0 NOC
LHI NFC 13
~IASS2. 0 NICe 8
-'~
--
-
"_.' .
--
PRESSURE CENTERS
.
CYCLONES ANTICYCLONES
-
24h Total 12h Zl.h Total
._--
4 5 7 7 14
5 6 6 0 6
10 23 2 5 7
9 17 7 4 11
.• r.... .
lSignificance determined by presence of at least one closed i~obar.
2NOC ~ forecast center not observed (over forecast occurrence).
NFC '" observed center not forecast (underfor~cast occurrence).
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problem than does che LFM. In the case of anticyclone centers, MASS 2.0 under-
forecasts their occurrence much mOI'e so than the LFM, but only at th"-l 12h
period. A sUbstantial increase in over forecasts of the nunber of cyclone
centers from 12h to 24h verification period occurs in both models, whereas a
dramatic decrease in ovel"forecast nl.luber of anticyclone centers occurs wi th
MASS 2. O. The total (12h pl us 24h) anti cyclone center forecast errors show
MASS 2.0 (LFM) displaying a systematic bias to'lards underforecasting
(ovt1rforecasting) the number of anticyclone centers, whereas both models show a
bias toward 5 under forecasting the number of cyclone centers observed,
1. Anticyclone Forecasts
An exanination of the regional variation in systematic model errors
is made posdble by use of the error histo-maps. The .~rror histo-map for 12h
anticyclones is presented in Fig. 8 as an illustration of how the method was
used to obtain general results. Both the distribution (scatter) and the nUllber
of events at the mode in the separate histograms were considered. It is
evident that the l.FM overforecast surface anticyclone amplitude with eastward
displacement bias over the I~estern half of the United States. In addition, the
Li,'M had more of a problem Iii th over forecasting the occurrence of anticyclone
centers than I~ith underforecasting them 5.11 this I"egion, by a ratio of.7 to 2.
Thus, the earlier resul t that the I1~H generated unobserved anticyclone centers
more frequently than it missed obser'ved centers, is clarified here in two ways.
Fil·st. the anticyclone pY'oblem I.<BS restricted tv the westel'n region. Secondly,
the problrnl appeared in terms of over" forecasting both the occurrence and the
amplitude of anticyclone centers. MASS 2.0 did not exhibit such n natwoe (an
explanation for this difference is offered in section 6). However, MASS 2.0
31
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Pigure 8. Error histo-map for 12h anticyclone forecasts. Within each large box (See Fig. 2),
histogram plot.s of amp] i tude and phase errors and total number of "observed, but no
forecast centers" (NFC) and "forecast, but no observed centers" (NOC) are shown. Error
interval on amplitude (!h~ase) error histogram is 2 mb (45 C ). Maximum event frequency
on amplitude (phase) error histogram is 8(4). On phase histogram, two bar sizes arc
used, ;>1 th the wider bar representing a forecast displacemen.t error larger than 300 km.
under forecasted anticyclone amplitude and noticeably displaced anticyclones too
far southeastward over the northeastern and north central states.
It is of interest to canpare these 1?.h resul ts to those at2/1h and to
exanine the relaUonship of the surface anticyclone prediction errors to errors
in the pred ieted 500 mb geo~tential and 1000-500 rnb thickness fields. Recall
that the geo~tential and thickne'>s fields were exanined wi thin 500 km x 500 km
square boxf;s cent.ered over the observed sur face pressu'"e center posi tions.
These errors represent the combined effects of amplitude and displacement
errors. No distinction is made between these effects, as was done With the
surface error fields. Such a distinction Will be made later in the discussions
of errors in predicted upper-level fields as determined from the SUbjective
partitioning method.
Table 7 summarizes the 1?~1 and 2 14h systemati.c forecast errors determined
by this "error histo-rnap" method. The respective LFM and MASS 2.0 anticyclone
24h forecast errol'S are pretty similar to the 12h reSUlts just discussed. No
amplitude errors occurred in the tFM forecasts of 500 lOb geo~tential over the
anticyclones. The combination of LF~1 overforec35t of surface anticyclone
pressure and a lack of corresponding 500 mb geopotential error resul ted in
strongly under forecasted thickness fields, mainly over the western United
States. In contrast, the MASS 2. a 12h and 2/4h forecasts of the 500 mb
geopotential field did display systematic underforrjcast errors, but only over
the northeastern and north central U.S. The canbination of MASS 2.0
underforecasts in both the sur'face pressure and the 500 rnbgeoJX)tential values
resul ted in no net systematic thickness error's there. Reasons for' why ttle two
models behavl~ so differently are discussed later.
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TABLE 7. SUMMARY OF REGIONAL VARIATIONS IN MODEL SYSTEMATIC ERRORS IN FORE-
CASTS OX" SEA LEVEL PRESSURE FEATURES AND OF 500 MB GEOPOTENTIAL
AND 1000-500 MB THICKNESS FIELDS IN CWSE PROXIMITY TO THE OBSERVED
POSITION OF THE PRESSURE FEATURES (RESULTS FROI1 ERROR HISTO-MAP
ANALYSIS). UNDIAGNOSED, UNCERTAIN, OR SMALL NET ERRORS DENOTED
BY"?"
O"l:l
c: >-):loG)
r"r."i
:<iii
00
"'i'1~
-oc;
02O'z:,
·~r
PLAINSA OJ?A-I?24THICKNESS
OBSERVED I MODEL
SEA LEVEL FORECAST FORECAST
PRESSURE FIELD PERIOD LFM MASS 2.0
FEATURE t I ERROR TYPE AREA OF ERROR TYPE AREA OF
I UNITED UNITED
I AI1P 11 PHASE 2 STATES IAMpl/PHASE2 STATES
I SEA LEVEL I 12 A+/E WEST 1/2 A-/SE NE/N CENTPRESSURE I 24 A+/SE 1WEST/CENT A-/S EAST 1/2
ANTICYCLONE 500 MB 12 7/7 ALL A-I? NE/N CENT
CE~'TEil.S GEOPOTENTIAL 24 ?/? ALL A-I? NE/N CENT
1000-500 MB 12 A-/7 WEST/NDRTH 7/1
I
ALL
I THICKNESS 24 A-j? WEST ? /" ALLI . I :II
I
SEA LEVEL ?/NE WEST 1/2 ?/? ALL. / .
PRESSURE ?/S CENTRAL A-tNE PLAINS
I ICYCtQNE 500 HB A-I? WEST 112 7/? I ALLCENTERS GEOPO:ENTIAL A-I? WEST 1/2 ?I? ALL
10.0.f1_Z:;()() MR t. -/", (TT~"""", , I ..... " ,.. I OTT
IWEST 1/2_____...!.' -L. L' ~
w
.+:-
lAmplitude Errors: A- = too low (forecast < observed), A+= too high
2Phase errors refer to forecast directional errors (e.g., S = forecast feature southward of
observed)
~
2. Cyclone Forecasts
In the case of LFM cyclone forecasts. most of the significant errors
in sur face, 500 mb geopotential, an": t,',ickness fields <,gain occurr'ed over the
western half of the United Stat.es \~i th the noticeable (;)xception of southward
displacement errors in 24h cyclone pred ictions over the central region (Table
7). However, systemattc ampl itude errors in cyclones were not obser'v€d as they
were wi th anticyclones. Negative biases in thickness fields over the Hest
still resul t, but for a diffet'ent set of reasons, namely, the canbination of
under forecast 500 mb geopotential with (in 12 hour only) northeastward cyclone
phase errors. This displacement error was associated wi th the model tendency
to bring surface antilyclones inland too rapidly and too strongly. Silberberg
and Bosart (1982) also found 24h LFI1 thicknesses over observed cyclones to be
too low (cold) and for model springtime cyclones to mov~ too fast oV.er the
western United States.
Cyclones were in general predicted I.i th ver'y little systematic error by
MASS 2.0 in 1211, but were over forec1st (forecast pressure lO~ler than observed
pressure) and displaced systematically northeast of the observed location over
the Plains states in 24h. Since the forecast 500 rob geopotential fields did
not display any definite amplitUde bias, the 24h cyclone error was associated
wi th a noticeable positive bias in 2!jh thickness forecasts over the Plains
states.
b. SUbjectively Determined Systematic Model FOl'(Jcast Errors
In the second approach used to obtain systematic model errors, the
"difference maps" ~re again used as input I but phase errors were removE.'<l
'.
sUbjectively prior to the computation of fOI"ecast amplitude errors. The
resul ts of the analysis of the 500 mb geopotential and vorticity flelds are
givf~n in Tab1e 8, and the results of the analysis of the 1000-500 rob thickness
and layer-mean relat.ive humidity fields are given in Table 9. The individual
errors were entered according to the state in iihich each error occurred, and
were then tabulated by regions (Fig. 9) roughly equivalent to the regional
definitions used in the error histo-roap approach (Fig. 2).
1. 500 mb Geopotential and Vorticity
The geolXltential errors are classified according to whether the error
occurred closest t.o an observed ridge or trough. The only region where the
geolXltential was systematically too high in either" model was over the southern
plains, where MASS 2.0 overforecasted ridge strength. Tr'oughs and ridges were
both underforecastcd over the northeastern states by MASS 2.0, in agreement
with earlier results. Both models underpredicted 500 mb ridges across most of
the northern tier of states, and the LFM also underpr'edicted troughs over the
southwest (in 12h). The most frequent type of err'or with vorticity maxima W3S
in location, rather than amplitude. These features in MASS 2.0 were displaced
south or southeast of their observed posi tions in several regions, whereas I.FM
features were predicted too far east (too fast), particularly in tIle western
half of the nation. ThUS, MASS 2.0 did not display the systemati.c LFM eastward
phase speed error in forecasts of vortici ty max ima, but rather tended to "dig"
such features too far southward.
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TABLE 8. REGION.lJ.L VARIATIONS IN AVERAGE MODEL AMPLITUDE AND PHASE (IN
PARENTHESES) ERRORS BASED UPON SUBJECTIVE ANALYSIS OF "DIFFERENCE
MAPS" (FORECAST FIELD MINUS OBSERVED FIELDjl,2 FOR 500 !1.B GEO-
POTENTIAL AND 'vORTICITY FIELDS. MEAN GEOPOTENTIAL (VORTICITY)
AI'1PLITUDE ERRORS SMALLER THAN 30 m (2xIO- 5s-1 ) ARE NOT SHOWN.
w
-.)
FORECAST }~ODEL FEATURE REGION
PERIOD (HRS) 1 2 3 4 I 5 6 7 8
I
500 MB GEOPOTENTIAL I
12 LFt-! RIDGES -43 I
* I -34 '* * -31 * *12 I MASS 2.0 RIDGES -33 * * * -37 * * *24 Lf11 RIDGES * * -41 * -30 I * , * *I24 HASS 2.0 RIDGES * * -37(E) +32 -49 * I -50 -40
12 LFt-! TROUGHS
*
-44 .. ..
* *
..
'*12 MASS 2.0 TROUGHS ..
* * *
.. ..
-33 *
24 LFM TROUGHS ..
* * * *
..
* I ..24 MASS 2.0 * (E) .. I 1< -68 >I:TROUGHS * I ..I(ESE)I I
I
500 HB VORTICITY
12 LFH MAXIf"I.A (ENE), .. (W) ..
*
.. ..
12 ~\SS 2.0 MAXUlA * (SE) I * (S) '* * .. I *24 LFM MAXIMA -4 .. (ENE)
*
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IMean statistics sr.own only for a region whe.re at least 4 error observations are of the same
sign (or same direction) and no more than 33% of the error observa~ions are of the opposite sign
(or deviate'by more than ~5° from the majority average direction).
2gean ampli tude error is defined as the average of all e: observed, where E is the maximum
errcr value wi·thin an area.·of error on a difference map, after s'l".1ective .removal of the phase
error contribution to that error value.
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TABLE 9. SJ;HE AS FOR 'TABLE 8, EXCEPT FOR 1000-500 I1B GEOPOTENTIAL AND THICK-
NESS AND MEAN RELATIVE HUMIDITY FIELDS.l,2 MEAN THICKNESS [RELATIVE
HUMIDITY) ERRORS SMALLER THAN 30 ,'of (20%) lIRE NOT SHOw'N.
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(or deviate by more than +45 0 from the ~~jority average direction).
Z~lean amplitude error is defined as the average of all ob!;er.ved, where' is the maximum
error value ':Iithin an area 'of error on a difference map, after subjective removal of the phase
error contribution to t,hat error value.
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Figure 9. The eight regions within which subjectively determined forecast errors are tabulated.
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2. 1000-500 mb Thickness
The greatest dHference between the t~1O models in terms of systematic
errors wa:.; :In forecasts of the thir:kness field. The LFM displayed large mean,
errors, all of which were systematically too low (cold). This was particularly
true over the wef\tern half of the U.S. The errors were less widespread in 24h,
but were still about as large in magnitude. Also, 24bthickness troughs in the
southwestern region were frequently east of their observed locations. These
LFM errors were also seen in the error histo-map results (not shown). On the
other hand, thickness errors rarely appeared in MASS 2.0; the only interesting
errors are over~·forecasts of ridges over the Plains states in 24h. This result
is consistent with earlier results (Table 7). Recall that 500 mb geopotential
ridges and surface cyclones were also over-fe>recast at 24h over the Plains
states (Tables 8 and 7. respectIvely).
3. Mean Relative Humidity
Table 9 shows that both model s suffer from negative biases in
forecast relative humidity maxima, particularly so at 12h. In particular,
humidity maxima are forecast too low by MASS 2.0 at 12h over the southern
states (regions 4 ann 6), whereas humidity mtnima are underforecastat 211h over
the Southern PIal,ns region.
6. SO~RCES OF IMPORTANT MASS 2.0 SYSTEMATIC ERRORS
Ex pI anations for the follo'll)' ng systematic forecast errors in MASS 2.0 were
sought:
(E1.) Surface anticyclone int.ensity is seriously underforecast.500 mb
heights (troughs and ridges) are moderately underforecast. and t~ (~ is a
strong tendency to displace surface anticyclones too far south or s;utheast
over the northeastern and north central states. The surfElce pI'essure amplitude
error expands to include all the F~st in 24h. No net thickness bias results.
(E2.) 1000-500 mb thickness is overforecast. surfclCe cyclones are too
deep (overforecast) and are displaced northeast of their observed locations.
and 500 mb ridges are somewhat over forecast over the Plains states at the 24h
verification period.
(E3.) Magnitudes of relative humidity muxiroa are under forecast over the
southern states primarily at 12h. Humidity minima are underforecast at 24h.
but over a smaller region.
Before excrninlng further these individual errors, an explanation is
provided for the dramatic improv€lllent made by MASS 2.0 on the systematic
thickness errors in the LFM forecasts. Recall that the greatest positive
impact made at the synoptic-scale by t1ASS 2.0 on the LFM forecast fields is the
dramatic reduction in negative thic!<ness biases over the ~/estern half of the
nation throughout the 24h verification periodi The erroneously cold
thi.cknesses were the net result of (1) overpredicted, eastward displaced (too
fast) surface anti~yclones, (2) underpredicted 500 rob trough and ridge
amplitude with eastward phase errors (vorticity maxima too fast), and (3)
eastward displaced surface cyclones, frequently forecast too weak. Ir. other
words, upper-level troughs and associated surface ridging were brought eastward
into the interior West too rapidly behind underforecast cyclones, producing an
atmosphere that was too cold. Apparently, the increased vertical resolution
and more sophi sticated pl aneLary boundary layer parameteri z--3tiorl in MASS 2.0
led to more realistio 10\>ler tro(Xlspheric heating rates. Moreover, the
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increased horizontal resol ut.ion Clnd hig~ei~ orcler; numerics seemingly resul ted in
smaller eastward phase errors.
The three major systematic errors in MASS 2.0 are now examined in more
. . ~~
depth. Unrlerlying causes for: toes€ errors are sought.
, '
a. Weak Surface Anticyclones in th5' Bast (1':1)
The source of the weak, southerly displaced anticyclones and ~rrol1eously
low 500 mb heights was easily found once the "BC regime" had been isolated.
Fig. 6 showed an actual example of such errors which occl:rred on the day of
most d~v astating BC I"egime effects. A study of those days on which such
systematic errors were greatest revealed that in every caSe a Be regime was
present in th~ initial st3te. Thus. it is suggested that improper
specification and/or" formulation of the ~astern boundary conditions may have
been the underlying cause for tlli s very ~mpontlnt systematic error at the
synoptic scale.
b. Overforecast Thickness''''.;alues anCi Surface Cyclone Intensity OVc1r
the Plains States at 24h rB2)
More analysis and synthesis Has needed to unravel the ul timate cause of
the seemingly related thickness and surface cyclone errors. A typical case is
presented in Fig. 10. A 24h forecast error of +88 m in the thi ckness field
occurred in southwestern Iowa in this case, about miaway bet-ween the obserVed
thickness ridge and trough. The error had the effect of displacing the
forecast thickness ridge from its observed location over Lal<'~ 11ichigan westward
to Iowa. From hyd'rostatic considerations. the err'oneously high mean
tc;mperature in the air column over' Iowa apparently resl'lted in a displacement
Figure 10, 24h fO:'ccdsi: and \'<'!'ificdti,':' ana'IJses valid at 120U GM'l' 9 ,June ]')82:
(1) ]OD(J-5JO J;W th,i,'knL',"s ,H:..:l1ys,is (lK'd.vy lines in 171) and th.ickness
"diffL'l'c:lc.e me'p" (:i~;ht t'o! Ie: (forecast greater than ObSOlTCd valuG's)
and dashed ([oreca:'!: ]cs~: t,!:.ln obscn'cd values) l,ines, .in m), (t,?
",:ld L2", n:s!,cctivt.';Y/ (1.') :(lrecast surf,H.:e pressure [jold (P~FC)
and diac;;)osed frontal SljStO::, (solid), <Jl:d ohscrved locat.ions of
surface 10;" flL'CSStirc sY;'it<.'I'l., (P~F'C) and frontal system (dashod),
in mb (L'7 ""1007 ,:,b) i (,:) fOlecast 500 11Ib geopotc'ntial (2500) (solid,
in 171) and vorUcitt: ('SOu) (dashed, 10- 55-,1) [jolds! and (d) forecast:
of 24h accu."1ulated stable ,1'!'L',..'ipi.taL.iOll (PACe)' in nun. Dashed line
traces rast mOVL'i1IV:lt: of 1:I.~X"::':WTl from its orig.in at posit jon "X".
of the forecast SW" face cyclone towat'd the forecast posi tion of the thickness
ridge and away fron' the obset'ved cyclone location in western MinnesoLa. Also
note that the forecast cyclone is 6 mb deeper than observed arid that the
for(lCast col~ front does not d<:;play as prominent an eastward bUlge as \1<.lS
-<]
I,
obserVt':<:l. The anomalously warm air forecast in rOW,) ht~ld back the eastward
progression of the cold front and hydrost.. tically rc::>ul ted in surface pressure
that was too low.
The 500 mb geop::>tential f()t;eq8st shows a very curious small-scale feature
possessing extremely
error locati on. The
.' ~ y'
high vorL~c:rty
, ;;' : : .~ ":.~ ':: '" .
hig'h .vht'~i~.i~Y
located very close to the max imum thickness
Ilnomaly is surrounded by s(!veral small
: . 'cent~ .. s of very i.ow absolllt</vorf;idt,y. This anomaly serves a:s a clue to the
overfor(~cast thickness values and turface cyclC'ne intensity. Another clue is
.'I ....,.,."i l
c,Cferedby the nearby huge amount of 21~h total st:able precipitation predicted
by the I,nodel (Fig. 10d).
The vorticity anomaly is inv.;~·~t:igated further first. A comparison between /
,;. j
the verification analysis atJ2Z "9 June 1982, the smoothed NASS 2.0 2411
,
fbrecast, and th~ LFM: 24h forec q1t: of the 500 rob ~rop..)tential and vorticity
fields appears in Fig. 11. Both models forecast liC.ve #:3 \~ell. However, MASS
2.0 show,s two waves ov..:~ the upper'Mississippi River region, whereas the lFM
~1f '
i.I., ,
and tht) ctbservations,both show on;J.y one. Even so, the LFH forecast of wave ill
has a si~nificant phase error. The question ari 5eS as to whether MASS 2.0
forec.ast .c,orrectly, the positiorror I"ave ill (i.e., thnt perhaps designators
and 2 should be swi tched). Exani.l1ation of the tl~-ho\lrly MASS 2.0 map output
shows cle,arly that thi's i.e; not the case, as explained immediately below. It is
'important, to note,that the existence of W':lVe 112 canth)t bt~ verified with the
'operational rawi nsonde networ!< (F:iS, 11a) since the"t~ is not a single station
\ '
in the entire ,state of'Iowa. rhus, to Hhat extent ",aVt~ (J;~ is real cannot be'
assessed •
.The origin and evolution of I,'aves til <1nd #2 in the MASS 2.0 simulation a~'e
seen in .Fig. 12. Both waves intensify thwing theil' nor·theastel'1y trek across
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F.igure 11. 24h 500 m}) gcopotential and vorticity (a) \'orificat.ion analysis,
(b) filtered NA8S 2.0 fou"cast, and (c) L.FN [ol'(>r:a.st valid [or
1200 GNT 9 JWJe 1982. "Short wavos" ill tho \·ol't.icit:y fields are
labelled numerica.l1y. Reporting rah'.i.nsollde stdtioTl locations
shOI.;n in (a). ISQlincs in same [ornut: as ill Fie;. lOco
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F.igure 12. MASS 2.0 unfiltered forecasts of 500 mb geopotential and vortiC.itl)
(as in Fig. ]]) at lBliO GMT 8 .7une 1982 (Gil), 0000 (;.'17' 9 June )982
(12 h), and 0600 GMt 9 Jww 1982 (1.8 h).
the northern plains states. However, wave 02 is non-existent during the
morning, fonns in the lee of the Colorado Rockies by 12h, and afterward
develops extremely rapidly into the vorticity anomaly. It is also evident that
a region of low vorticity just to Hs northeast is identifiable by 12h and that
thi" featur e has by 18h almost become dynanically unstable (absolute vorticity
negative). The lobe of low vorticity can be traced back to central Colorado at
6h. Th.:re are strong indications that t.he low and high vorticity centers are
coupled after 12h. The appearance of the vorticity maximum in the lee of the
mountains at the time of diurnal temp~l'ature max imum and the close association
becween the two vorticity centers thereafter sug8(~st that the vorticity couplet
was produced as the strong flow encountered the heated mountain range barrier.
The thermal plume (or elevated PBL) over the mountain rar.,?,e apparentlY acted as
an obstacle to this neal"ly normal flow, thereby redj.rectil1g most of the air
arourld the range and producing the vorticity couplet. Do.mstrean propagation
of the couplet is consistent wi th the notion that the plume and redirected flow
were advected downstream.
Additional evidence in support of this obstacle flow mechanism is provided
in Fig. 13. The maximum PBL develor:~llent anywhere within the United States is
predicted to occur over the Colorado Rockies, directly upstream of the
vorticity couplet location (Which first appeared only 3h earlier). A large
increase .in surface temperature there of 19C from 1200 GMT 8 June to 0000 GMT 9
June accompanied the rj.se of th(l PBL over the mountains. Notice in Fig. 13b
that the center of strongest upward motion is located dire~tly beneath the
local region of strong positive vorticity advection associated with the
vorticity couplet (Fig. 12). Also observe that subsidence occurs at and to the
lee of the highest mountsins.
These kinds of features are similar to thOSt~ chown by Mahrer and Pielke
(1977) in a simUlation of flow over the Sacramento mountain range in New
Mexico. The model used \vas a hydrostatic, three-dimensional. primitive
equation model, whlch ~!1cluded a detailed PBL parameterization similar to that
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Figure 13. MASS 2.0 unfiltered fOTL'casts of (a) planetary bOlll1dcny laY~;J' depth
(mb) at 12h (1/12); (b) 700 mb olllL'C/a ,'crf:,ical //lotion fioU] (pbar s-1)
at 12 h ("'!'OO), (d'IShcd '" l;pwardj; ';;lIr(J (c) 300 mb win,j vocto]'.'!
(171 ..,-1) dnd d.iveJ'C]i.'nce (saUd posit.ivo, da:.,hed nogal·.fve, intervals
of .10- 5 s-·I) at 18h (1'30(,,1' D300 ) produced frolll initial conditions
at 1200 (;M1' 8 ,JWlQ 1·)il2.
used in MASS 2.0. Their mooel included an additional expression for the amount
of solar radiation received on a slanted surface, so that the eastern slopes of
the mountains would warm earlier. Their simulation was designed for a smaller
scale study (a 5 km grid was utilized). In their simulation, the impinging air
•mainly deflected around the mountain t'ange rather than flowing over it. The
effect of the differential heating was to create the familiar mountain-valley
breeze. The ambient flow then advected tht:! thermal pl urnes downwi nd frorn the
highest mountains. Hydrostatic pressure fall beneath the advectect plumes was
the cause for isallobarically- forced convergence (upward motion) areas
directly downwind of the highest mountain peaks. 1 Warner at ill. (1978) have
also generated such thermally driven circulations downwi.nd of the Appalachian
mountain chain in the PENN mOLle!. In all cases, the deflectiol1 of the air flow
produced anticyclonic (cyclonic) vorticity on the left (right)··hand side of the
mountain range, looking dO~lwjnd, and retarded horizontal motion in the
downwind convergence areas.
ThUS, the vorticity couplet on 8 June 1982 was produced in the lee of the
mountains as the likely result of a thermally forced barrier flow. The
vorticity couplet was advected downstream, but would not have intensified as
such had this been the only process operating. The reason for this intensi-
fication is suggested by the fact that '1ASS 2.0 predicted a large amount of 21lh
accumulated precipitation in close proximity to the vorticity couplet (Fig.
10d). Notice that the precipitation max imum in eastern Nebraska originally
appeared in northwestern Nebraska (at 12h), neal' to the center of maximum
upward motion (Fig. 13b). In this region, the forecast lifted index had fallen
to -6. The lifting associated wi th the mountain barrier flol' was able to
1At the scale of the vortici ty couplet in the MASS 2.0 model. quasi-geostrophic
vorticity advection and lower trop;:lspheric thermal advection Laplacian effects
are important in forcing upward motion. However, isallobaric effects were also
ev ident in the model output downwind of the mountains.
release the potential instability present there. However, because MASS 2.0
lacks a cumulus parameteriz.ation scheme, convective overturning could not
occur. Hence, the model atmosphere could not properly stabilize as it does in
nature. Instead, the latent heat released during the condensation process
could only feedback in a positive sense to further drive the mesoscale vertical
circulation. In this feedback process, the latent heat liberated in the air
column hydrostatically leads to falling surface pressure. IsallobaricallY-
enhanced low-level convergence then further enhances precipitation fonnation.
This process has been described as Conditional Instability of the Second Kind
(Charney and El lassen, 1964), or CISK. By 18h the upper-level wi ndfield has
been blistered by the presence of the ever-grol-Jing "hot I~ore" (Fig. 130); note
in particular the jet to the north of the divergent outflow core (anincr~ase
of 15 m s-1 in 6h) and the retarded obstacle-like motion at the core. TheS(!
features are raniniscent of those produced by mesoscale convective cOOlplexes
(MeC), which have been shown by Maddox eta.I. (1981) in numerical experiments
to be capable of significantly perturbing the synoptic-scale flow fields in a
similar manner.
Tn summary, it appears that the thickness and surface cyclone prediction
errors in this one documented case arose from. the following sequence of events:
(1) Under the ideal conditions of strong normal flow to the Rocky
t10untain chain and strong surface heating, rapi.d develorment of the PBL led to
a pronounced barrier flow regime around the heated mountains (vorticity
coupl et) •
(2) The thermally driven mesoscale circulation was advected downwi.nd,
resul ting in an area of strong upward motion in the lee 0'1' the highest barrie;-.
(3) Since the air Vias convectively unstable, the mesoscale IHting
generated stable precipitation in the model. Lack of a oumulus
parameterization resulted in a CISK-like process, whereby the circulation
r8pid ly intensified, forcing even greater release of latent heat, which forcee
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stronger upward motion. This process was not totally runaway, as maximum
intensification typically occurred during the 12-18h forecast pel"ied.
(4) This "CrSK-wave" (ne' to be confused ~Jith wave-CISK (Lindzel" 19?4»
appeared as a small-scale vortici ty max irnum in the 24h· synoptic-scale
forecasts. Other synoptic-scale fields were alSO pertu,'bed by this mesoscale
instabil ity: (a) thickness was too high over the CISK-wave due to the
excessive heating in the CISK process, (b) the surface cyclOnE! W<.lS too deep and
erroneously displaced tO~Jard the thickness error IIbullseye ll as L "h a
hYdrostatic consequence to the heating and as a dynamic response to the intense
small-s()ale divergence aloft resul ting from the CrSK process, and (c) an upper-
level jet fonned to the north of the CISK-wave ~lhere the divergent outflow
converged wi th the ambient flow, similar to MCC-like phenomena.
Five other cases were found wherein (1 )an over forecast at 21lh of
thickness by at least 40m occurred over regions 3 or4 of Fig. 9, and (2)
predicted surface cyclones within the same region were overforecast by at least
2 mb. Recall that these were t·heerrors to be explained in Tables '7. 8, and 9.
Relevant synoptic-scale features forecast by MASS 2.0 on the six days are
summarized in 'rable 10. In each of the cases:
(1) A 500 mb vorticity couplet formed near the time of peak sw"face
heating and near the location of maximum PSL developnent.
(2) The \.,rind direction upstreao of the vorticity couplet WaS strong and
nearly nonnal to the mountain range.
(3) Strong heating and destabilization occurred locally.
(!I) Stable precipitation formed at or after the Ume of vorticity couplet
( CISK-wav e) appear anc e.
(5) Pr ecipi tation rate max imi zed &t night (after 18h) and amou'lted to at
least 12 mm by 211h.
(6) A strong mesoscale divergence anomaly developed in the 300 mb wind
fields, which in m6st cases was strongest durins the 10-18h interval.
(7) Synoptic-scale thickness and sur face cyclone errors were directly
associated with the CISK-wave. It is also of interest to note that 1.n every
case except 8 June, strong convection actually did develop in close spatial and
temporal proximity to the predicted '700 rnb up~lard motion center associated wi th
the CISK-w<lve, This !wggosts th<i:~~ the early evolution of Ow tllcnnally driven
IvdVC was somewhat realistic. llo\vevor, because the obsorved ·convection usually
v/cakened much earlier than did the pred.icted forcinq, the later evolut.ion was
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TABLE 10. FEATURES OF VARiDUS FIELDS FORECAST BY NiJ.SS 2.0 ON DAYS WHEN SIGNIFICANT POSITIVE
ERRORS IN 24 HR THICKNESS FIELD FORECASTS OCCURRED IN CWSE JUXTAPOSITION TO SIGNIFICANT
Ql;ERFORECAST CYCLONE INTENSITY ERRORS.
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poorly predicted as the CISK process took over. The mesoscale predictability
aspects of the problem are treated further in Part II of this paper.
c. Low Relative Humidity Values Over Southern States (E3)
This last error to be discussed 1.S significant because (as will be shown
in Part II) it was a major cause of underfof'ccasts of convE.'Ction. The
lifted index fi~lds are later used as convective predictor variables. Since
the lifted index is partly determined by the vertical profile of moisture,
under forecasts of lifted index were i,nvestigated along with undel'forecasts of
relative humidity.
SUbjective examination of underforecast relative humi.dity (RH) end lifted
index (LI) patterns over the Southern Plains (SP) and South Central (SC)
rElgions revealed that such patterns frequently could be traced backward in time
to inadequacies in the respective initial fields. In particular, 40% of the
situations where RH was undel"forecast by at least 20% occurred in local areas
where there was a negative bias of at least 5% in the RH initialization.
Likewise, 69~ of the situations where unstable LI values were underforecast by
at least 4 occurred in local areas where there was a negative bias of at least
2 in the LI initialization. 2 It was not true that poor initialization
inevitably led to poor forecasts, however, as such was the case only about 25%
of the time.
2A total of 21 (13) situations of significantly underforecas'ted RH (LI)
occurred over the SC and SP regions. A total of 33 (36) cases of significant
RH (LI) negative bias in the initiali.zation over' the SC and SP regions were
observed.
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'llie relationships between forecast and initialization errors vatied
monthly. In Apdl, 83% C)f the underforecast RH cases could be tied to poor RH
init.ialization. In contrast, 86% of the underfore".ast LIcases were' related to
poor LI initil'lUzation problems in June ~~'.": July. Thus, poor initialization of
the RH field was the overwhelming cause of underforecasts of RH during the
spring, whereas poor initialization of the LI field was the overwhelming cause
of underforecasts of LI during the summer months.
The forecast nnd ini tial i ?.ation problems also varied regionally. In the SC
(SP) area, 63 (23)% of the forecast RH errors were relat.ed to poor
initialization. No regional dependency was found wi th the LI errors. It is
also interesting that 38 (62)% of the forecast RH errors (not necessarily
related to initialization errors) occurred in the SC (SP) area; again, forecast
LI errors showed no such regional dependency. These t"csul ts indicate that in
the SC region where forecast Rll errors l-lere relatively infrequent, poor
i.nl tiali za tion was the dominant cause for the appearance of a foreci.'lst error
(indeed, 66% of the total RH ini tializaton errors occurred in the SG region).
The much more frequent appearance of RB forecast errors over the SP states
could not be explained so easily as an initialization-related problem. It is
reasonable to assume that correction of the ini tialiZi.'ltionand CISK-I-Iave
problellS I-Iould lead to much less frequent fiB (and LI) underforecast problems in
both areas. Of course, other factors should be considered before a full
explanation of the moisture underforecast problem can be realized. It is quite
possible that lack of soil moistun, effects in !'lASS 2.0 (see Table 1)
significantly contributed to the forecast errors, for exanple.
7. SUMMARY OF PART I: SYNOPTIC-Sf-ALE HODEL EVALUATION RFSULTS
It has been shown that the large-scale circulation patterns at the surface
are predicted by MASS 2.0 with a level of accuracy comparabl& to the LFM,
Statistical evaluation of a nea~ly 30 case sample showed that the lower
troposphel'ic mass field::; wore forecast significant.ly better by MASS 2.0 than by
the LF'M, but that the LFM outperfor.med MASS 2.0 in 'foHlcasts of upper
tropospheric mass and momentum fields. Trends in the RMSE and BIAS otatistics
were used to identify the most serious systematic error in the MASS 2.0
forecasts, namely the loss of mass (anticyclone and 500 rob geopotential
amplitude) over the eastern United States. Problems in specifying and/or
formulating the eastern boundary conditions at times seemed to be the SOUI"ce of
this error. The problem was seen to be situation-dependent, being serious only
when a certain kind of synoptic airDow pattern (the "B(; (bad case) regime")
existed. After deleting BC regime days from the total sanwle, MASS 2.0 equaled
or exceeded t:he performance of the I,FM in sljnoptic-scale for.ecasts of nearly
all fields stud.ied at the 99% level of significance.
The 12M consistently underforecast 1000··500 mb thicknesses over the
western half of the U.S. The sysl-cmatically too cold 12M atmosphere was due to
a canbination of a positive bias in surface pressure and ea..>tward phase errors
in upper-level troughs and associated surface ridging. The greatest
irnprovtment made by MASS 2.0 ... ver the LFM at the synoptic-scale we _ in its
forecasts of the thickness field. It is suggested that increase' . riwntal
and vertical resolution, better nunerics, and a more sophisticated planetary
bc",ndary layer parameteri zatian scheme in MASS 2,0 led to the improved
forecasts.
Thr,:lc serious systematic et-rors .... n the MASS 2.0 forecasts were identi fied
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and their causes investigated. The most .,erious error has ali"eadY been
me::tioned, namely the loss of mass under the "Bell regime.
The second serious error is the interrelated ove~torecast of thi~kne5s
values and sur face cyclone intensity over the Plains states at the 24h
verification period. In each case, these errors wen: linked to the omission ot
a cumulus parameterization scheme in the model. This can be brief~.y explained
as follows. First, under conditions of strong nonllal now to the Rocky
Hountains ~nd strong solar heating, a pronounced barrier-like flow arcunrJ the
heated obstacle \:~:Ild develop. The thermal plume and assocjat~d vortlc:ity
perturbatio(l would be advected downstrecnJ. resul ting in a nl.esoscale. region of
strong upward motion in the lee of the mountains. F,·ecipitatior. developed when
the atrllos?here there was convectively unstable. Second. an unrealistic; anourlt
of Intent heat would be relf'aoed in a CISK-like proced3 (Charney and Eliassen,
196LI) as surface pressures fell and convergence intensified. Convective
stabilization should have occurred as the result f)f oOfl~'ective overturning.
However, this was impossible because of the lack of a Cuml.lltlS parameterization
scheme. Finally. the liberated heat resulted in a mesoscale region of
overforecast thickness va1ues and (from hydrostatic considerations) surface
cyclones too de~p and displaced erroneou:..l y toward s the locatlon of owe imum
thickness ~rror. The early evolution of the thermally driven (mountain-valley)
cirCULation is seemingly quite realistic, because in all but one case, strong
convection actually did develop in close spatial (; ,1'! temporal prCiximi ty to the
core f)f .,trong up\:ard motion "'i thin the circul"'don. 'Illis indicates "hot
barrier flow around thA Rocky Mountail,s l1lCly actually be an important source
mechanism for severe convective development.
The third systematic error studied was the frequent unde/'forecast of
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relative humidity and unstable lifted i.ndex values over the southern states. A
study of all under forecast cases indicated that .:lrl'OrS in the initialization of
the moisture/instability fields was a leading .:.'ause of the uncterf'ol'ecast,s. The
obvious question that needs to be addressed is whether this is only a pei'ceived
error: Is there really a problem in the initial r~presentatlon of the moisture
field. or rather is it the m8thbd that was used to determtne relative humidity
and lifted index from the ~asic model-predicted variables? If the error is
really an initialization shortcoming, then those l't.'sults suq:lust the real need
fo!' a better moisture data bc'lse over the northern Culf of Nexico region than
pr.osently exists. Perhaps VAS "split windol"" data (Cheste.':sf et al, f 1982) can
provide for this apparent need, Perkey (1976) found that when satellite cloud
observations were used to enhance the initial moisture state in a mesoscale
model, the forecast of convective pre~ipitation \o/ns improved. This suggests
that short-range moisture and precipitation forecasts are sensi~ive to moisture
features that are below the scale resolvable by the current rawinsonde network.
TIle identification of important model systematic errOl'S is extremely
useful for guiding futul'e MASS model development. The model can only be used
intelligent! y for diagnostic. prognostic. and initialization purposes when its
systematic character is kept in mind.· Mesoscale features in the model, which
are examined next, can be placed into the proper context now that the
larger•.scale nature of the model is understood •
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PART II: EVALUATION OF MASS 2.0 MESOSCALE PREDICTABILITY
It is not possible to objectively verify the unfil tered, mesoscale MASS
2.0-predicted fields wi th the routinely collected upper air data. A more
sUbjective approach is use1 to evaluate the mesoscale predictive capabiliti~s
of the model. First, examples of vdrious mesoscale fields fl"om 2 of the 30
cases will be presented to illustrate how coherent and useful the forecast
fields are. Next, the basic forecast variabl~s are combined in various ways to
produce "convective predictor variables", which ar'e then related to observed
st.rong convection using two approaches. The first approach consists of a
diagnostic study of the temporal continuity in the predictor variable fields
and holtl \:e11 they relate to strong mesoscale convective syst0ms (MCS) observed
by radar. In this approach, the locus of predictor variables a~e verified
against the locus ef each 0 f the 141.) MCS' s observt::d throughout the coarse of
the entire'\.· 30 case sample. The second approa~~h is predictive in nature, as
an experienced severe storm forecaster used the MASS 2.0 fields to forecast
severe convection in a nine day "real-time" operational setting. The
forecaster issued "convective outlooks" using the LFM and MASS 2.0 forecast
fields separately. Also, he issued "severe weather watch" boxes from MASS 2.0
information only. His forecasts were statisticallY verified against the SELS
(Severe Environmental Local Storms) logs maintained at the National Severe
Storms Forecast Center' (NSSFC) in Kansas City, and were objectively compared to
the outlooks issued by NSSFC.
The diagnost.ic Me.') locus study and tJl'~ prognostic expel.' imcllt consti tute a
rather novel basis EoI' evaluating the mesoscale pl'edictal)ilitlj of tho mode.I.
Regarding the diagnostic approach. it may be vlOndcrcd why the loci of the
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predicted and observedevent.s \iere studied, rather than their areal
distributions. An attempt WlIS made to quantitatively comparn the areal
distribution of the convective predictor variables against the area.!
distribution of the observed HCS's. This method assumes knowledge of the
threshold values for the prL'dictor variable. which then permits an objective
scoring of the forecasts \Ising the Cd tical Success Index (CSI). defined by·
Donaldson et al. (1975), An at.t~mpt was made to use this method for about a
thi I'd of the sample before it was decided that insurmountable problems
prevented any firm conclusions from being reached. There are three problems
with this approdch:
(1) \~e did no~ know a postol'iol'i from a large hi storical sample of past
independent model runs which set of convective predictol' variables was optimum
for the MASS 2.0 model. Chal'oa (1979) and Reap and Foster (979) discuss the
method \o/hereby multiple screeninG regression is used to find the optimal set.
(2) The c')ptimal thresbvld values for each of the individua1 convective
predictor variables wet'e likewise unavailable. For exanple, if lifted inde.x is
considered, is LI < -2 or LI < _Ij a better threshold to use, based upon a past.
independent sample?
(3) Very minot' forecast etTors in the position of sharp moisture
gradients (drylines) or in the timing of the onset of upward motion (error
under 2h) resul t.ed in very poor CSI values I yet there was obviously much useful.
predictive information pn~sent. in the model fields. As an ex c:rnpl e , the 2 April
1982 case was one in which a orw gl'id point (52 kill) offset between upward
motion and potential instnbil i ty (LI < 0) resul ted in a calculated CSI =0. o~
However. qualitatively a fOI·t'C<.1stflr could have used the coherent prediqt~d
mesoscale fields with, high degree of success in issuing severe weather
watches on thi s day (as \o/i 11 be shol...\1 in section 8a).
For these '"casons, i t \"~lS decided to abandon the areal forecast~ method in
favor of the locus method. TtH," diagnosed causes for both ovp.rprediction and
underprediction of ~lCS's using t.he diagnostic HCS locus method \...ertl determined.
Those particular aspects of t.he model.·.pr'edicted fields that enabled the
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real-time f.orecaster to improve upon his LFM forecasts, and conversely, those
which were a detriment to him, ,.,ere al so exanined. These two approaches are
discussed in more detail fo11011111g the present.ation of the two 'case exanples.
8. COHEHENT MESOSCALE INFOR~lATION PROVIDED BY MASS 2. a IN TWO CASE EXAMPLES
The MCS's ,.,rere identified from the NAFAX Automated Radar Summary.' The
threshold v/llue for an MCS usedl.,ras. the VIP3 intensity level (after Reap and
Foster, 1979). At times, the visible and infr'ared GOES satell ite images
assisted in the determination of which radar cells constituted which system.
In particular', identification of thunderstorm outflow boundaries, sea breezes,
and other organizing mesoscale circulations was made possible with the
satell ite imag er y.
The coherent structul'e prevalent in many of the MASS 2.0 unfiltered
mesoscale forecast fields is dt:lnonstrated wi th two case examples. Comparison
is made in both cases between the U;'M and MASS 2. a vertical motion fields. The
first case (2 April 1982) is characteristic of the relative pel'foy'mance of the
two models in very well organized, large-scale severe weather outbreaks. The
second case (1 /1 April 1982) involves a local (meso-alpha scale) outbreak of
transient severe storms over Texas. This case is studied in greater depth than
the first case to demonstrate the mesoscale phenomena that could be resolved in
MASS 2.0.
a. 2 ll.pri.l 1982 Cas(J
On this day, tl1e central part of the United States suffered under an
onslaught of 55 tornadoes. This outbreak ,.,ras not only the most destructive and
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widespread of 1982, but it was the biggest outbreak since April 3, 19'74, when
148 t.ornadoesoccurred (Ferguson et ai., 1983).
The, MASS 2.0 forecasts related remarkably well to the several MCS's
observed that day. A short.. I.ave ini tially over northern Texas at 1200 GMT
2 April 1982 maintained continuity in the MASS 2.0 forecasts and could be
related throughout the day to a severe storm complex as it progressed froll)
Texas into northeastern Arkansas by 2300 GMT. A second MCS took the form of a
solid squall-line by 1900 GMT along a well-predicted drylin(~ convergence zone
throughout central Kansas and Oklahoma. The third MCS identified On this day
developed as a severe storm cluster around 1900 GMT in southeastern South
Dakota just northeast of the strong sur face low.
The LFM and MASS 2; 0 vertical motion fieldS forecast for 0000 GMT 3 April
1982 are sholin in Fig. 14 along with the GOES-E visible satellite image taken
go min before. The ~lASS 2.0 upward motion patterns accurately (:t. 250 km and
!. 211) depict the pes! tions of: (1) the MCS over' northeastern Arkansas (upward
motion center over southeast.ern Arkansas) which apparently was triggered by the
Texas short wave; (2) the squall-line stretching from Iowa, through Missouri,
western Arkansas, and into extreme southeastern Oklahoma, which formed earlier
wi thin the dryline convergence zone; and (3) the strong MCS over extreme
southwestern Minnesota associated Wi th the circulation about the surface lOI~ in
eastern Nebraska. Notice also that the model predicts strong upward motion
over Illinois. Moderate convection is occurring at the time over eastern
Illinois, distinctly separate from the Iowa squall-line. Weaker instability
(forecast and observed) in nlJ.nois could not support the existence of strong
thunderstorms, which the upward motion field would seem to imply if considered
in isolation. Even weaker convection seems associated wi ththe band of
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moder'ate upward motion over Lake Super"j.or. Finally. we note that in western
Kansas light showers are occurring in apparent association with the weak upward
motion forecast by the model over the Kansas-Oklahoma border'. The shape of the
forecast upward motion field bears an outstanding resemblance to the observed
pattern of convection. Equally as important is that the fo'"ecast subsidence
zone that stretches in a curved fashion (wi th imbedded mesosc.ale maxima) from
eastern Colorado-New Mex ico. through most of Okl ahoma. and into ex treme easte,"n
Kansas and southwestern Iowa is vil"tually identical in shape to the obsel"ved
dtlststreaks in the satellite images. The presence of such duststreaks is used
to infer the strong downward turbulent transport of jet stream mQ1lcntum to the
surface layer (e.g •• Koch and McCarthy. 1982).
The highly informative and temporally coherent mesoscale aspects of the
MASS 2.0 forecast were also canpared to the corresponding LFM vertical motion
forecast. Of course. the LFM cannot be expected to resolve such mesoscale
systems. Indeed it only sho\~s a large-scale dipole of vertical motion.
indicating that an outbreak of strong convection would be likely somewhere over
the central United States. Notice also that the 12M has a significant eastward
phase error in its forecast upward motion center (if one were to grossly smooth
out the MASS 2.0 upward motions. a max imum about 600 l<m west of the LFM center
would likely resul t) •
Thus even in such a large-scale, well-organ.ized severe h'eat.her outbreak
case ,15 this, MASS 2.0 forecast fielas show sign.if.icalltly marc useful
information for forecasting strong MCS's than does tho LPM. Such comparisons
between the two models were not made on a case-·by-case basis, al though an
occasional check (such as in the 14 April 1982 case) was made.
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b. 14 April 1982 Case
Both the previous case and the 114 April case were OrleS in which the
synoptic•. scale performallce by MASS 2.0 was supcl'ior to that ·of the lFM (Figs. 4
and 5). and therefor'e ones in whi-ch there is a sound justification for looking
at the unfiltered mesoscale fields. This justification is all the more
important in the 14 April case, because the apparent foroing of the Texas MCS
is a very small-scale feature in the almost zonal 500 rob flow (Fig. 15).
During the period from 1200 GMT 14 April to 0000 GMTi5 April, a weak
perturbation in this flow moves eastl-Jard from Ivestern Ari.wna to western Texas.
An associated vorticity maximum of 11.4 x 10-5 s-1 is found at 122 in western
Ariz::>na. This same feature is observed in Ivestern Texas at OOZ (12.4 x 10-5
s·..1). This feature is lacking in the LFM forecast. but appears as a 10.4
center in the filtered MASS 2.0 forecast. Also of interest is the observed
axis of weak vorticity in eastern Texas-Oklahoma at OOZ. Notice that the LFM
forecast does not clearly show this feature either. MASS 2.0 shows the feature
about 400 km west of the observed axis. In effect, the obsened dista.lce
between the vorticity maximum and minimum reduces to less than half its initial
value by OOZ; r1ASS 2.0 overforecasts the reduction somewhat.
The sequence of unfiltered MASS 2.0 500 mb forecasts at 6h, 10h. and 12h
into the forecast period (fig. 16) shows the evolution of these features. The
vorticity maximum quickly translates to the New Mexico-Texas state border in
only 6h and then remains essentially anchol"ed there as it spreads
latitudinally. During the same period the axis of I,eak vorticity drifts slowly
eastward. MeanWhile, a new feature appears sUddenly at 2200 GMT just east of
the stationary vorticity maximum. This axis of very low vorticity stretches
all along th2 High Plai.ns from Sout.h Dakota to west Texas and is associated
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Figure 16. Sequence of unfiltered !1ASS 2.0 forecasts of 500 mb geopotential height and vorticity
on 14 April 1982. Same forma~ as in Fig. 15.
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- . wi th a small meso-alpha -(200 km half-wavelength) wave in the geopotential
field, which is most pronounced in west Texas. Notice that this meso-alpha
ridge i~ a new feature developed by MASS 2.0.
The sequence of 700 mb vertical motion forecasts (Fig. 17) at the same
intervals as in Fig. 16 shows that an organized zon~ of moderately strong
upward motion is found already at 18Z. However, the magnitud,es of the
indiv:idual maxima more than double by the time of appearance of the meso-alpha
feature. The accompanying radar data show that thunderstorms began forming in
Texas by about 21Z at the exact location of strongest predicted mesoscale
forcing. These storms grow to severe limits by 01352 15 April, and new storms
form in western Kansas and central Nebraska between 2335Z and0135Z (see Fig.
21d). Three separate MCS's can be identified: the Texas complex, the western
Kansas-central Nebraska complex, and a weakening system Which propagates from
eastern Nebraska at 17352 to southern Minnesota by 2135Z. The model upward
motion fields show three separate maxima that agree in pasi tion rat,;.~r well
with these three systems. Two of the three maxima are associated with the
meso-alpha feature at 500 mb.
The 1.FM verUcal motion forecast field is devoid of any useful detail, and
just as in the 2 April 1982 case, has an eastward phase error (Fig. 18). Since
the observed stonns formed further west near the LFI1' s w = 0 isoline, this
error is considered significant. Recall that the LFM tended to displace
surface pres~ure and 500 mb vorticity features too far eastward over the
western hal f of the country (Tables '7 and 8).
1. Meso-Alpha Sea_Ie MOllntain Wave
The excellent canparison between the observeo MCS's and the predicted
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upward motion fields on 14 April 1982 gives strong indicatlon that the
meso··alpha 500 rob ridge that suddenly appears just before 2200 GMT is to sr:rntt
extent real. ·The possible origin for, and nature of, this feature was
examined. Its stationary presence in the j.mmediate lee of the northern r~Ni(lf.lrj
Plateau suggests the possibility of its being a large mountain wave. T~~
neCf!SSary conditions for large-scale mountain waves were present, namely z;~.. (:)"",
tropospheric winds blowing perpendicular to the large mountain barrier at':~ low
stati.c sthbility below mountain tops. These conditions Wfire mostevid~t -:;"J6f"
3Tex,l:'>, where the barrier half-width i.s quite large. A v(lrysimilar. fea'r..-.,..~
has been observed by Anthes et al. (1982) in the PENN rood(~l simulapon M ~t;~
10-11 April 1979 situation over west Texas and shown to be in good agreen,~~~~
with the theoretical results of Klemp and Lilly (1975) for a ranp-shaped
mountain (i.e., plateau idealization). In the simulations from both th(: ??;ltl
and MASS 2: 0 models, a vertical motion couplet is obserVed, With t.he fJP""''''~
branch of the eirculation located immediately to the lee of th'e barrier. ';t:.. !ilif
similarities are found in the lower '.:.ro!XJsphere (at thl? 850 mb level),
including (a) a strong increase in westerly manehtum beneath t!hle downwar-::
branch of the standing mountain wave, and the developnent at tAlle leading ~J;£!
of the downward br8nch of the wave cirCUlation of: (b) a prono'umced pott''':';~~l
temperature maximum, and (c) a lee trough. All of these fe,lturres are a?;-"~·'_r:t:
in the OOZ 15 April analyses at the 850 mb level in Fig. 19. 'f.btice the ~.".--.. r,v,
warming, height (pressure) falls, and increase in westerly manclO'lRt.UFiI that
occur-red in west Texas during the preceeding 12h.
3The mountain wave concept may also be applicable Over eastern O:>lorGldo.
because the half-w3velengt fl (the dist;Jncebet~veen vorticity maximum ard :::'-[,','11
in Fig. ·16b) decreases northwar-rl. The effective half'-~lidth of ;'the rnov:t~.(
bDr-ricr j.s also rnuch smaller- i.n Colorado.
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or~ POOR QUAL.ITY
120QZ
APRIL 14,
1982
00002
APRIL 15,
1982
;'i gu l'C' } .'1.• lnit.LI1 (top) and _'·/1l (bottolll) forecasts of 850 mb tempcratlll'l'
(leit·, ddS}wd) , Y0u!'utelltial he,ight (10ft, solid), and wind \'lyt(ll'S
and iSn-dclls (riqht, solid). Also shown are th'o-houL'ly 10c,lt,i,>ns
of maximum surface rn..'ssuro fa11s, h'ith cil'clc'd numbers donot, 1 Il','
timu .ill ';NT. Isot!W!"!1I .interval is 2.5C, geo[lotolltial heil/M,
inter'.',j,' is 30 Ill, d:ld isotach .inturval is 5 m s··1.
2. [,oh'-Devel Jet
Significant incr2ase in the speed and backing in the direction of the
950 mb jet winds occurred during the daytime, particularly over western
Nebraskil and Kansas (Fig. 19). Notice that during the same period. the hei~h\'
0f the 850 mb &ur"face fell by as, much as 60m in extreme eastern Colorado and
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southeastern Wyoming. 'fht.~. the changes in the lower tropospheric winds seem
to be largely a response of the atmosphere to a strong isallobaric effect. The
strong· PSL heating over the High Pl3ins of Texas and Oklahoma· and the resul ting
warm advection maximized from western Kansas to west.ern Nebraska dUring the day
must have contdbuted strongly to the drop itl 850 mb heights in the region.
3. Westerly Momentum Surge and Dryline Bulge
The pressure falls at the sur face occurred southw,lrd of· the 850 lIlb
isallobaric fall center. being largest over the eastern Texas Panhandle and
southwestern Oklahoma (Fig. 19). A surge of we:>terly manentum at 850 mb had
devel,oped by 1211 into the model forecast in southwestern Texas. This is bnly
about 400 km south of the afternoon surface isallobaric fall center. At the
head of this westerly manentum surge, the model formed a very pronounced
eastward bulge in the surface dryline (Fig .20b). Convergence became strongest
at this drylinf:> bulge during this ti.me (Fig. 20c). Recall that it is precisely
at thi s loca'::.ion that the Texas HCS fi rst began forming (Fig. 1'7).
These inter-relationships between a surface isallobaric fall center. the
maximum westerly surge in the lower troposphere, the developnent of a dryline
bulge, and the preferential formation of severe thunderstonns at the bulge has
been observed by ~lcCarthy and Koch (1982) in a separate case study. In both
that case and this one, there is a suggestion that the rapid deepening of the
PBL west of the dryline permitted higher westerly manentum to be transported
downward to the very low trofX1sphere (the developnent of the mountain Have
Hould reinforce this transport process). The local increase of westerly
manentum would force the dryline further eastl-'ard at the bulge. Al though the
highest PBL developnent occurred throughout a large area from Nl"Y.ico to·
nort-her'n (',alorado (fig. 202), the presence Of an upper-level jet streak ovei'
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Figure 20. MOd~l l2h forecasts verifying at 0000 GMT 15 April 1982 of (a)
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southeastern New Mexico at the cime (not shown) supplied the best source for
the westerly momentum. This examination suggests tilat the sophisticated PBL
pdl'ameterizatioll and high resolution 9J:'id used .in MASS. 2.0 wel'e cruoial faotors
in the model which pElrmitted it to p;redict an apparent mountain wave, the
intensification of the southerly low-level jet, the dryline bulge, and the
strong lifting appar.ently necessary for the fox·matian at' the dryline stOl'1ns.
9. GENERAL MASS 2.0 MESOSCALE PREDICTIVE CAPABILITI&S
a. Diagnostic MCS Locus Approach
1• Me thodol ogy
It was decided to evaluate MASS 2.0 in terms of its ability to forecast
the correct location and time of observed (a) MCS fonnation and (b) MCS maximum
intensity. Primary emphasis is placed on MCS genesis because it was not
expected that the model would handle well the further evolution of deep
convection wi thout having a conve6tive ;~,arameterization scheme. The locus of a
convective predictor variable field verifies against the locus of the
radar-observed MCS only if (a) the field exhibits acceptable continUity (a
SUbjective judgment), (b) the forecast gene::>is (or maximum intensity) time is
wi thin :t. 3h of the observ.ed time, Clnd (c) the forecast. posi tioD is no more than
250 km beyond the observed HCS locat'.ion at the time of forecast genesis (or-
maximum intensity). The forecast. verification criterion for accurate timing
resul ts from the fact that the HASS 2.0 derived variable fields were mapped at
211 intervals. The spatial aecuraey edt-edon has a less objective basis, but -
from our experience seeITIs to represent the minimum scale of spatial information
of the forecast fields.
The choice of convective predictor variable fields used was guided by the
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resul t.s of various short-range objective forecast mE~thods reported upon in the
literature. These schemes combine variables derived from conventional data
wi th those derived from the LFM model and/or climatology of severe weather'
events (Charba, 1979; Wilson and Turner, 1982). The most successful variables
in such schem(~s fall under the general categories of some kind Of stability
index, some measure of the lower tropospheric moisture convergence. and an
indicator of the horizontal gradient of moist static stability.
These three facets are incorporated into a planetary boundary layer (PBL)
variable abbrev lated FeE for Flux Convergence of availabh~ moist static Energy.
Mathematically, FeE is expressed as
FCE c 'iJp ~ (3)
(4 )
-
where VpBL is the PBL layer-averaged horizontal wind vector and ClOe/Zlz is the
equivalent potential temperature differential ave," the a :: 0.89 to 0.96 layer.
The FCE index represents the amount of forecast convective instabilit, wt'.tch
can be realized through bowldary-layer lifting processes forecast by the model
(Koch and McCarthy. 1982). l')w-level wind convel'gence within a potentially
unstable ail' mass and horizontal advection of moist static instability are the
tHO canponent processes that can contribute to a net positiv ~ FCE effect. An
FeE ~. 2 \~ kg-1 mo •1 is the forecast threshold val ue.
The second convective predictor variable used is abbreviated WLl for
forecast 700 mb upl"',1rd (Iv) motion of at least 2 em s-1 wi thin an air mass whose
L,ifted Index is negative. In practice. the two ccmponent fields of the WL1
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index were studied to find the overlap region between -LI > 0 and -w > 2. The
WLI index describes forecast regions where the atmosphere is conditionally and
potentially unstable,and where there issigrJificant mid,..tropoSpheric lifting
which can makE! the potential instability available. Matthews and Sil\;ermari
(1980) have shown that greater mesoscale lifting in a potentially unstable
atmosphere produces deeper convective cloud developn<mt. in t.he Kreitzberg and
Perkey (1976) one dimensional ~IESOCU cloud model. The WLI i ndele is somewhat
similar to the second term in equation (4), wi til the exception that it
indicates the st,rength of the lifting at a higher level in the model atmosphere
(thus, only lifting throughout a deeper layer will be detectec! by the WLI
index) •
The third and last convective predictor variable used 'is abbreviatedWA
i.er forecast 850 lOb Warm Advection which is considered H and only if the area
of most pronounced WA is located downwind of a POtentially unstable (LI < 0)
region. In effect, the WA index was used only as a last resort if the other
two indices failed to relate '~ell dragnostically to the observe<! thunder-storms;
because it could only be used in a qualitative sense in this experiment.
Maddox and Doswell (1982) have suggested that the WA index may serve as an aid
to severe weather forecasters (apparently overlooked in the past). The WA '
index is based UpOl" one of the two terms in the quasi-g(.'Ostrophic omega'
(vertical motion) equation, namely the horizontal L,ilplacian of the thickness
advection. In the absence of the other term (differential vorticity
advection), quasi.,.geostrophic rising motion ,,,ill generally occur in association
wi t/1 warm advection regions, thus liear favorable thermal boundaries in the
lOlier troj:X)sphere (Holton, 19'72)., It is necessary to have unstable air
upstream of this localized lifting region to have convective potential. Of
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course, MASS 2.0 vertical motion fields would be the result of not just this
one quasi-geostrophic effect, but al so the rcsul t of differential vortic! ty
advection and non-quasi..;.geostrophic effects. The idea is to.iS':Jlateone
physic'3l mechanism, as the others (perhaps forecast incorrectly) coul<l
counteract the effect •.
Although all three of these predictor variables have sound dynamical
bases, none of them explicitly and unambiguously indicates that the model is
predicting deep convection at any given grid point. It is easy to lose sight
of what model dynamics are actually occurring when sole reliance is placed upon
one or two pl'edictor variable fields. For example, all three variables relied
upon here "overpredict" thunderstorm occurrence in cases where strong lower
tropospheric temperature inversions (termed "lids" by CarlSon et al., (1980»)
prohibit the release of potential instability. Thus, even though the model-
predicted FeE m ,f show a region of ver'y large positive values indicating the
tendency of PBL energy convergence to deepen and destabilize the PBL, the model
may also be predicting a strong "lid". Unfortunately. we have no knowledge of
actual model-predicted "lid" strength from the model output fields which were
. . d 4
exanl1ne • Thus, it is important to realize that the three predictor
variab.Zes used during the course of our evaluation to indicate the .location,
timing, and intensity of modol-predicted strong thunderstorms are presumptive
4Perhaps the best and least ambiguous indicator of where and when a mesoscale
model is predioting the onset of deep convection is some direct measure of the
positive buoyant energy at any grid point \'!here the model predicts that a
surface air parcel has attained its level of free convection. The amount of
such energy that f:,xists above this level, Which can be j,nterpreted as the
positive area on a thermodynamic diagram, 1s then "available" to the air
parcel. It is only after at least some air parcels within a grid column have
buoyant energy made available to them that both the Kreitzberg and Perl<ey
(",976) and the Fritsch and Chappell (1980) models produce convection. ,- -
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in n<lture, i.e., only indirect .i.ndication~ rather than defi.n.ite, direct
measures of deep convection forecast: by the modc~l.
2. Results of Diagnostic MCS Locus Stud!-J
The forecast fields from the 14 April 1982 case are used to demonstrate
how the WLl convective predictor variable field was determinl~d and how both its
locus and that of the verifying MCS were obtatned and related. Figs. 21a and b
show the two constituent fields of WLl, namely lifted index (LI) and 700 mb
vertical motion (w). At this time •.there is a large unstable region with
imbedded maxima over extreme northern Texas (LI :: -:7) and the Rio Grande River
(LI :: -9). The strongest upward motion is occurring over southwestern Texas
( W :: -11), and smaller maxima are also evident in southwestern Kansas
( W :: -4) and southeastern South Dakota Since most of th~ , .I ,r' \.;\-~ ,;
Plains is convectively unstable, more emphasis is placed on the three upward
motion centers than on the lifted index minima. 'Ihug ,the predictor field
SIIOWS three looi ·with two of them located at two of the 0.1 maxima ,and the third.
displaced slightly away from the Texas w maximUll) and towards the average of the
two LI maxima. Fig. 21c depicts these three WLI loci, the field coverage of
the WLl i'ield, and the loci of the three HCS I S described earlier (and seen in'··
Fig. 21d). Each MCS relates well to a nearby pred ictor variable locus i in
fact, the 250 km/2h forecast verification criteria were satisfied for each of
the MCS's both at their predicted time of formation and at their prp.dicted time
of maximt.:n intensity.
This procedure was followed using the WLI,FCE, and WA predictdr variables
in a total of· 1LI9 cases of observed liCS I s throughout the course of the 30-day
experiment. 111e r'esults in Table 11 show that about 50% of the obsel'ved MCS
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F.i,!ure 21. Con;;t.itlwnt: fields of model C011I'CL'tivc' p/'(·djctor \ldl'idhll~ field
wr,; dnd comparison wjth olg;ol'vcc1 Me.., loci at 0200 r;Wf I:'; /1/'rjJ 1'!H2:
(a) }lftC'd indl.'x forecast, (b) 70() mil vert.icd} motion .(upl,'ards .is
da ..;hed, .ill ubiJl' s-J), (c) I'lL] f.iold produced from overjet}> of 700
mlJ .. -;> \';)d!' :;-1 ,mel .:.iftud ,indc.'x", () ,;r<.'ds, with'nWII/)('/,<,r/ loci
.. --
of WLr dnd COI'l'C'SI)()l1dinq MeS' ({o!.eca.sl: :;f.'dtial off..;,·t shol,'n hll
1inC' SO,//llC'l1ts), dlld (d) UJ i5 (;N'l' radar 'sU/lll11anl (DU?/'II! tOliS ill 10/ ft)
s!lm....ill'/ d.i,'it: ri bu t:i Oil of til<' t:!Jl'C'e MCS' ,;.
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TABLE 11. SU/1/1ARY OF DIAGNOSTIC l1CS LOCUS STUDY.
I I Time of Evah.ation
Sylllbol I Evaluation Statistic At Forecast . At Forecast MeS
! NeS Genesis Maximum Intens.ity
CD
o x t TOTAL HCS CORRECTLY PREDICTED I 75 76
y I TOTAL OBSERVED MCS NOT PREDICTED I 74 71 00
"';0
I TOTAL PREDICTED P'CS NOT OBSERVED ) 11 13 "'05z Oz
I 0):»POD x/ex + y) 0.50 0.52 ::0 ...D-oI C::P'FAR z/ex + z) I 0.13 0.15 )::>G}I l rr-1I ::{-CS1 I x/ex + y + z) 0.47. 0.48 ..(~
BIAS I (x + z)j(x + y) I 0.58 0.61
loci were predicted accurately by the MASS 2.0 mesoscale convective predictor
variQble fields, and that very few systems were ovtlrpredicted (about 14%). The
most successful predictor variable fields were WLI and FCE, which correctly
predicted MCS's 39 (42%) of the time, respectively, whereas WA proved useful as
a standby only 4% of the time. The net result of a moderately high POD and a
very low FAR is a respectable CSI of 0.47 - 0.48 (these quantities are defined
in s4~ction 9b).
The reason why the FAR is so low must be fully appreciated .:This locus
method really boils down to a "point forecast". Verifica·tion of forecasts of
areal distribution would result in a much higher FAR, even if the optimum
threshold values for the optimum set of convective predictor variables were
known. These results should be recalled when. the results of the real-time
forecast expedment are presented. in which it will be seen that the FAR value
there of 0.58 represents a more typical value b0th for objective techniques
that make areal forecasts (Charba, 1979) and for SELS (Pearson and lie iss , 1979;
\.Jeoiss, 1977).,·ltlhat the i;;taUstics .in 'l'ablo.1l r:c:al.ly slKJk' 1.5 that MASS 2.0
mesoscale for.ecasts yield useful, cohenmt [iclds Owl: can bo !'cJlat ...'Q about 50%
of the t.ime to observed convective systems, dnd that the lJoise levol of the
forocc.sts (CIIR) is gcnora.Z1y v0ry 1011. The POD vnlllc ( 'vO.50) is very
respectable, as compared to that. reported by SELS for its convective outlooks.
The reasor' +'or both the underpredictions (y) and the infrequent
overprediction& (z) are categorized by importance in Table 12. Incorrectly
forecast "short wave" disturbances in the upper- and mid-troposphere ,were the
leading cause of both aver- and under-predictions. The underlying causes for
these bad forecasts were not studied.
TIle next most important causes for convection ovcrprcdict;jolls were the
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TABLE 12. LEADING CAUSES FOR MISSED FORECASTS OF t1CS's.
NUMBER OF OCCURRENCESORDER
OF , _
H1PORTAJ.'lC DESCRIPTIVE CAUSE , TI~lE OF FORECAST
. I HCS GENESIS
TIHE OF FORECAST MCS
MAXIWuM INTENSITY
r-----------;-------- - --~-----I
OVERPREDICTIONS
(Xl
tv
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
"SHORT WAVE" POORLY FORECAST
ISTRONG DRYLINE CONVERGENCE ("LID"?)OVERFORf.CAST INSTABILITYIPROBLEHATIC .CI5K-WAVEI TOTAL
UNDERPREDICTIONS
I I\ "SHORT WAVE" POORLY FORECAST
. FRONTAL CONVERGENCE TOO w"EAK
UNDERFORECAST INSTABILITY I
OUTFLOW BOUNDARIES (MCC) NOT FORECAS
PROBLEMATIC FLORIDA SEA BREEZE
FRONTAL BOUNDARY POSITIONED WRONGLYi OTHER ERRORS
I TOTAL
3
3
3
2
11
18
18
13
9
4
4
13
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3
3
2
13
20
14
12
7
4
3
15
75
00
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"over-predictions" of the magnitudes for dl'yline convergence and instability.
As dis(~ussed earlier, the predictfon of strong dryline convergence over the
High Plains 1s not necessarily erroneous, because we had no way of knowing
whether the model was also producing a capping inversion ("lid"). Overforecast
instability is not considered a major problem, because t.he relative frequency
of underforecast instability is four times as large. lhe least important cause
for forecasts of MCS's not observed was the presence of model-predicted
CISK-waves resulting from the lack of a cumulus parameterization scheme
(diagnosed error E2 in section 6) •
The second most important cause for convection underpredictions was
weaker-than-observed frontal inten,'3ity (low-level convergence). This problem
and the problem of incorrectly forecast positions of frontal boundaries (cause
#6) Were both the result, in most instances, of underforecast surface high
pressure amplitude over the eastern part of the country. Recall that MASS2.0
displayed a set'ious systematic bias there in its synoptic-scale forecasts of
high pressure amplitude and position (diagnosed error El in section 6). The
third most important source for missed MCS forecasts was the systematic model
tendency to underforecast 90nvective-instability over the southern states •.
Recall that poor moisture initialization was the most important underlying
cause of instabil ity underforecasts (diagnosed error £3 in section 6). Thus,
we see that major synoptic-scale errors El and I::3 had a significant- impact OIl
the mesoscale predict.atility of the model (causing I'eduction in the probability
of detection of conw=ctive s!lstems). 'i'he lack of c1 cumulus p,1ramel:(Jrization
scheme further caused several underforecasts of MCS's as thunderstorm outf_lok'
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boundaries, mesoscale convective complexes, and 1:'loI:ida sea breeze
thunderstorms could not form in the model. S
Lastly. we briefly examined the temporal variations in MASS 2.0 mesoscale
predictability, in order to address two important questions. The first
question is "Can a mesoscale prediction model maintain a nearly constant level
of pr'edictability from spring to summer?" It is well lmown, for example, that
SELS severe storm predictability (Pearson and Weiss, J979) and LFM
predictability drop dr'amatically from spring to summer as synoptic-scale
systems weal<en considerably. The second question is "Did the mesoscale
information in the forecast fields suffer significantly during the model's
period of poorest synoptic-scale performance?" 'This question is concerned with
the fact that MASS 2.0 synoptic-scale forecasts suffered during "BC regime
days" particularly prevalent during May (section 4c).
In Table 13, the temporal variation in MASS 2.0 mesoscale performance is
simply divided into three time i.ntervals, each canp:lsed of 10 cases, to smooth
out daily fluctuations and to confine most of the "BC regime" cases to One
intervaL Note that an increa'5ing nunber of MCS's were observed from ';pril to
July, a very typical climatological trend. The model's perfonnance as rnfl"l'5ured
by the CSI score shows a pronounced drop in predictability after early June.
This drop is the result of a reduction in POD (see equation (8», as the FAH
does not increase (in fact, it drops slightly). A drop in POD means that f~.··~r
observed ~lCS's were "detected" by the model.
5This is not. to say that Florida sea breezes di.d not form hi the wodel. CKl the
contrary, there was evidence that this phenomenon was frequently ~orecasL oy I
MASS t:.. O.
~.
TI'.BLE 13. TEMPORAL VARIATION OF MCS FORECAST EVALUATION ST.4TISTICS.
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Referring to Table 12 aga~n, we see that ther'e are many possible sources
for such under predictions. In order that the lead ing causes for this modest
drop in model perfonnance level can be determined, we fi.rst of all recognize
that causes 112 and #6 in, Table 12 ("BC regime"-related) are not likely to be
prominent. This is because Table 13 shows that model performance did ,not
suffer most during the (seco'ld) pel"iod of most frequent "BC regimes". In fact,
the mesoscale forecast fields displayed the highest POD and CST skill score
during the period of worst synoptic-scale performance by the model! The reason
for this is that the "BC regime" (trough over wc~stern Atlantic Ocean and a
pronounced ridge over the eastern U.S.) is not one which is highly conducivE' to
the actual occurrence of deep convection in tile east where the systematic
errors were pronounced.
Careful inspecU'on of tile individual cases constituting the 8 June-2 July
interval showed that the entire spectrum of causes shown in Table 12
contributed to the increased nu.nber of C1nderpredictions during that period.
There are two interesting point.s, hc;wever. First, there were very few cases
related to under forecast ir.stabil i ty dur ing thi s period. On the other hand,
nearly all of the under forecast problems related to the lack of a cumulus
parameteri zation scheme (causes fllj and 115 in Table 12) occurred dur ing this
j)criod. Thus, it is unquestionably c...·:e that continuation of high levels of
mcsosca1.(: predictabilitlj from spring into summer hinges upon the level oE
sophist;:ciltion oE the parameterized physics i.n the moist convective adjustment
scheme of the mesoscale model.
H6
b. Prognostic:; Real-Time Experiment A.pproach
1. Methodology
Originally, the hope was to have a team of experienced, recognized
severe weather forecasters make real-time forecasts at LaHe wi th the MASS 2.0
model output in an operational-like setting. However, only one such forecaster
could be obtained for the expel"iment because of schedul ing conn icts and other
problems. Two means were found for controllin~ the deleterious inflUence of
personal bias and limited experience factors, which would otherwise obscure the
meaningful resul ts of the experiment. First, the forecaster was asked to make
two separate forecasts, one based first upon LFM outp"ut and then one based upon
MASS 2.0 output. The forecaster was also permitted to see and to analyze
conventional weather data up to, but not after, 1200 EDT. Any differences
betwt>en the two forecasts are then due essentially to an impact made by
MASS 2.0 upon the forecaster's earlier LFM-based forecast. SecOnd, the two
model-based forecasts were can pared objectively (in terms of the CSI score
explained below) to those issued by NSSFC, This procedure is used as a
benchmark by Which the effects of the forecaster's personal bias and his
limited experience could be measured.
The l-iSSFC forecasters have experience wi th a wide range of severe stonn-
producing p:'enomena over the entire country, \-1hereas the forecaster in the
model exreriment had much mor'e limited experience. 'Mr. Don furgess; who has
for several years acted as a chief forecaster for the various spring field
programs of the National Severe Storms Laboratory, participated as the sole
"operational forecaster" in the experiment. Mr. Burgess has naturally been
more concerned With severe weather situations in the Southern Plains than
elsewhere, a factor which did reduce his effectiveness elsewhere.
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The experiment was conducted dur lng the period 21 June 1982 to
29 June 1982 at NASA/LaRC. The fot'ccaster first used the LFM (plus limited
conventional data) to issue a severe stann "convective outlook". (Pearson and
Weiss, 1979) for the day by 1500 EDT. Then Mi: '::'S 2.0 was used to produce
another convective outlook, but sometimes not until 1200 EDT the next day
because of computer related problems at LaRC. However ,Burgess never had
knowledge of any weather datv or events after 1200 EDT on the forecast day.
Both outlooks were valid from 1800 GMT on the forecast day to 1200 GMT the
following day. In actua:ity, the forecaster issued "severe weather watch
boxes" (Pearson and Weiss, 19'(9) wi th MASS 2.0 output and then con5truct~da
convective outlook area from the perimeter enclosing adjoining watch boxes.
Watch/outlook areas Which were spatiallY separated on any giv'en day were
counted as scparate areas.
Some of the case days could not be included in the statistical sample.
One of Burgess' most favored predicc,or variable fields was the surface moisture.
convergence, Which was not output on 21 June; this day was excluded because of
the handicap. The 22 June model run did not use the customary 1200 GMT
database as input because of problans wi th the WPRS datalink. Rather, the
database from 0000 GMT the evening before was used: so, this day was also
excluded from the sample. Finally, the 28 June r'un was discarded' because the
signin.cant level rawinsonde data Here not available forrnodel initialization.
It is thought that use of this data gives the MASS 2.0 system a decided
advantage over the U:M. Consequently, only six days remained in the sampl.e.
Yet, this supplies enough cases t() give us a feeling for whether MASS 2.0 had a
pronounced impact upon the forecaster's ability to predict accurately.
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Altogether, the forecasterissueol1 LFM- and 13 MASS 2,,0-ha.se.d convective
outlooks during the six days.
Only the veriflcC'tlon results for the convective Clutlook will be reported
. here, because it is unfair to judge the forecastel· l s abiUty to accurately make
severe weather watch boxes when he was removed from all conventional weather,
satellite, and radar data input after 1200 EDT (a decided advantage for SELS).
Burgess worked under three important handicaps in issuing convective outlooks.
First, the 700 mb data observed at 1200 GMT on each forecJast day frequently was
not received, so that he had little knowledge of existing or fonning capping
inversions. Second, he had no information on capping inversions predicted by
either model. Third. he had little practical experience wl.th.severe weather
forecasting over the eastern United States.
The actual verification of the Burgess LFM- and MASS 2.0-based and NSSFC
(SELS) convective outlooks was perfolilled by NSSFC using' an existing cOOlputer
program and the SELS severe weather report logs. All outlooks were in the
"slight risk" category. The modified critical SUi:lCesS index (CSI) method
described by WeiSS et al (1980), which accounts for both the coverage (actual
and forecast) and th-:. areal distribution of verifying reports within the false
alarm ratio (FAR) calCUlation, was employed. The CSI is defined as the ratio
of successful s~vere storm predictions to the total nunber of observed severe
stonn events and false alarms:
CS I = xl (x + y + z) ,
where
x = severe storms correctly predicted ("hits")
y = severe stolills not predicted ("misses")
z ::: non-severe storms predicted to be severe ("false alarms"),
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are the three groups. The "hits" and "false alarms" arc measlired 1n terms of
percentages with the probability of detection (POD) and false alarm ratio (FAR)
scores, respectively:
and
POD :: xl (x + y),
FAR:: z/(x + z).
(6)
The most successful CSI of 1.0 is attained when POD:: 1.0 and FAR:: 0.0, since
the three variables are inter-related as
CSI :: (POD)-l + (1-FAR)-1_1 ]-1.
The modified CSI incorporates event density (clustering of reports
characteristic of severe storm events) and accounts for the problem of CSI
insensitivity to the POD value When FAR exceeds 90% (Weiss et al, 1980).
Finally,
BIAS:: (x + z)/(x + y)
(8)
(9 )
is calculated to reveal any systematic overprediction (BIAS> 1) or
under prediction (BIAS < 1) of severe storm events. A generally recognized
dilemma in severe storm forecasting is that an outlook area must be large
enough to keep the POD high, but small enough to keep the FAR tolerably low and
the BIAS close to unity. Severe storm events are classified as either hail.
tornado, or windstorm as defined in Weiss et a1. (1980).
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2. Resul tD of Limi ted Real-Time FOl'ecast Experiment
The lonEl forecaster in \,;;... s experiment came away wi th the strong
perceptton that "MASS 2. a output was highly accurate in forecasting areas of
strong mesoscale thunderstorro develollnent", and "a much bett,er convective storm
forecasting tool than is the LFM".6 These personal feelings are borne out to
some degree by the objective scoring statistics dj,splayed in Table .14. The
Burgess-LFM and SELS forecasts are compared, first of all, to establish a
fundamental performance level suitable for Burgess. Overall;' Burgess and SELS
forecasted at a comparable level of skill, wi th Burgess being more successful
Wi th "hi ts" (POD). It is ver y important for establishing a base line for MASS
2. a impact that t~e &lrgess- LHI and SEL...') outlooks were of quite similar size.
When Burgess used the MASS 2.0 output, he was able to pl'oduce outlooks that
were a mere 58% of the si ze of hi s LFM- based outlooks,. lI'i thout suffering a
major redtlctior. in his abilit9 to detect (POD). lie theI'eby ach.ieved a
significant reduction in his Fa.Ise alarms (FAR) dnd a'15% incI'ease insk.f.,ll
(CSI) •
The size of this sample is naturally too small to allow us to make
quantitative conclusions that are statistically signi(icant. Moreover, SEU3'
performance during this experiment Has s1..ightly belo\v normal for June, notably
in the FAR (average SELS soores for the month of June from 1973-1976 as
reported by Weiss (1977) are: POD:: 0.41, FAn:: 0.50, CSI :: 0.25). ThUS, no
significance should be attached to the apparent resul t th;3t Burgess outscored
SF.LS by 32% when using BASS 2.0 output. However, the results do indicat~ that
the mesoscale model could be of assistance to a severe storms forecaster who
6Personal ccmrnunication, t1r. Don Burgess (NOAA/ERLINSSL), August 1982.
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TABDE 14. STATISTICAT, SKILl, SCORES FOR LFM AND MASS 2.0-BllSED EXPERIMBNTllL
FORECASTF.:R (DURGESS) CONVE'CTIVE OUTLOOKS AND FOR SEI,s 0900 GMT
CONVECTIVE: OU1'LOOKS MADE DURING REALo·TIMF:: EXPERIMENT 21 .WNE -
29 JUNB, 1982.
PARAMETER
CONVECTIVE OUTLOOK FORECAST
BURGESS- BURGE SS- ----;;'S~EL;-:S;;------'-
LF'M MASS 2.0 0900 GMT
must presently rely upon surface fields and satellite/radar signatures to
detect early signs of mesoscale ole\anization. The model may provide the
forecaster with information on the likely depth, strength, and future
continuity of the fields, and thus help to determine an appropriate threshold
for forecaster action.
This point call be danonstrated by canparing Burgess' LFM- and MASS
2.0-based convective outlooks on a couple of the days to see what ki!,HI of
impact the hio-hourly, 1,1esoscale ir,formation had on his judgmental decisions.
The separa"e outlooks and clccanpanying verifying sev '~re weather rep::>rts on all
six days of the experiment are shol'm in Fig. 22. The 23 June case shows a
typical reduction in the outlook area, w5, th correspondingly lower FAR, when
using MASS 2.,0 in place of t'" LFM. In this c;Jse, Burgess placed an LFM-based
outlook t.oo far south in Texas because 'he saw 3 diffluent exit region of a
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Figure 22. J,FM- and MASS 2.0-bar,ed convective outlooks produced by cxpor.iment:al
forecaster (dashed und sol.iei boxos, rospectivoly) on the six days of
real-time forecast oxpor.imont. Jrroqula.r1y-shu[Jod MASS 2.0 basad
areas are tho result of combin.inq areas of separate severc Iveather
watch buxes. A.lso shown are vOLify.ill,-! severoweath(:}r n~ports, where
J{ :: lar'qo ha.i1, T :: tonIac/o, W :: damaq.ing w.indstorm, and numbers
dosiqn t·o llllmb0r of such reports lvithin a cluster. Pos.it.ioll of
locus of convect:.ivo predictor varJ.ablc (WJ,.T, FeE, orl-vA) .is shown
at 211 intorvals by stars (arrol"s demote increas.inq time).
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200 mb jet Pasi tioned over a very unstable air mass there. Wi th MASS 2.0
information, he waS able to trim off a large part of this area in Texas as the
model developed maXimum instability and dryline convergence further northward
over the Texas Panhandle. Like\iise on 24 June, MASS 2.0 infotlllationenabled
him to successfully eliminat;e the large I'egion from central Kansas to Wi scons.!n
which did not verify, as the mesoscale model failed to develop sufficient
instability there that was anticipated with the tFM output and early morning
observatIons.
MASS 2.0-based outlooks were generally overforecast along the Gulf coast
where the dynamics were vel'Y weak and instability persistently high. We also·
note that there was occasionally a problem with lack of sufficient information
to the forecast-ar, Which necessitated his reliance:upo~ perceived similarHies
with the past day's synoptic situs.tion. On 29 June, Burgess did not outlook
Colorado because he suspe6ted the existence of a strong mid-level capping
inversion which had existed in that area the day before. The 700 mb chart was
not received by him that day, so using feedback from nondi tions the day before,
he overlooked strong MASS 2.0 indications of convective development. Notice
that the convective predictor variable (MeS locus) method used by the lead
author gave good indications of potential then! (Fig. 22). Notice that with ..'
few such exceptions, there was good agreement between the objective MCS "locus
method and the experimental fore~asterls best judgments as to Where strpng
mesoscale conv·ection was being fore·cast by the model. The good agreement
between the two independent measures of model mesoscale performance gives
credence to the validity of the two separate approaches for measuring that
per formance •
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10. SUMMARY OF PART II: MESOSCALE MODEL EVALUATION RESULTS
A comprehensive study of the mesoscale predictability of the model Was
performed by sUbjectively verifying the model forecasts with observed
convection. Tl.e results of this study were supplemel'}tedl~ith findings from a
limited real·-time. "operational-like" convective forecast experiment With the
model. Also. two c~~se examples were presented as illustration of the fact that
unfil tered mesoscale fields forecast by MASS 2.0 possess a high degree of
coherent information.
a. Case Examples
In the one case examole, a large-scale, well-or'ganized. severe weather
outbreak case from early springtime was forecast very well by the mo1el. The
corresponding LFM forecast showed only a large-scale dipole in the vertioal
motions with a large eastward phase error. In contrast, MASS 2.0 predicted
several temporally coherent upward motion maxima that \~ere. accuratel y rtilated
to several observed rnesoconvective systems (MeS's),
The differences between the two models are even more pronounced when
isolated outbreak cases are considered. In the second case example, MASS ?O
produced what appeared to be a meso-alpha scale mountain wave in west Texas.
The vertical cir'culation associated with this wave, coup~.ed with the vertical
circulation about a dryline bulge was successfully related to the transient
outbreak of severe storms there. The sophisticated planetary boundary layer
parameterization a~d high resolution grid in MASS 2.0 were apparently crucial
to model development of the mountain wave, as well as to the tntensi fication of
the low level jet, the formation of the dl"yline bUlge,and the production of
the lifting mechanisms that apparently result.ed in severe storm formation.
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.. b. Comprehensive Model VerificatiC)n ag<linst' 'Observed Convectior:
The comprehensive stUdy of MASS 2.0 mesoscale predictability was based on
a method whereby the loci of convective predictor var1able fields, derived from
the model forecasts, were related diagnostically to the loci of 149 individual
MCS's observed by radar. This approach was used to assess mesoscale
predictability because it is not possible to objectively verify the' forecasts
with upper air opservations collect~d routinely at the sYnopt1c 3cale. Three.
convelJtive predictor variables were d~flned, all of which basically included
measures of lifting and air mass convective instability. However, none of the
..
variables explicitly and unambiguously indicated when and where th~ model was
predicting deep convection, being instead presumptive in nature • In spite pf
this drawback, use of these variables allowed for sucbessful diagnosis of 50%
of the observed MCS' s within 250 km and .:t. 3h of their observed formation.
False alarms were very low (14%). Although it is true that areal distribution
of forec2s'i,. and observed events was not considered, these results strongly
indica te tha t MASS 2.0 mesoscale forecasts yie.lded coherent fieldsusefu.Z for
forecasting convective weather and for diagnosis of mesoscale processes
rel evan t to the ini tia tion of strong convection.
"Underforec3sts" of convection were much more frequent than
"overfor':!C83ts". The leading causes for both probl(i)ll1s "",ere analyzed. The most
frequent causes for underpredictions were poorly forecast upper trO(Xlspheric
"short wave" disturbances, underforecast potential instability, poor forecasts
of frontal convergence (too weak, mispositioned), and a host of phenomena
related to the lack of a cumulus parameterization schEme in the model. The
instability and convergence problems are mainly related to systemCltic
synoptic-scale errors discussed in Part I, namely poorm()lJ sture initialization
.. and situation-d('pendent proble'Tlsblamed btl the eastern boundary conditior,.;,
respectively. However, the model displayed its highesl; skill s~cre dJring 'the
period of wot'st, synoptic-scale performance by the model, sho'1i.ng that Jsoful
mesoscale forecasts in the westernhaJ f of the dorrain could be aV-'iined de~pite
synoptic-scale problens to the east. This identificat' on of the leading causes
for missed forecasts of c.onvection suggests limits ::'0 the current meso$Cale
predict.ability of the model, which should prove helpful in future MASS
developnent.
c. Convec::.ive Forecast Experiment
The limited forecast experiment was cor.ducted Juring nine days in late
June, under a flow refi,ime dominated by Ii' ~h Plains sev€:re activIty. A ':in~:0
forecaster made two 18h convective outlooks,. one based upon tr.e LFM output; thL
other based upon MASS 2.0 output, roth \-lith the hdp of analyzed observations
tfJat were obtained only prior to making thf' forecast. The forecaster worked
under the handicaps of nt:ver having any idea of whether I,IASS 2.0 was precicting
strong capping inversions. Also. hI;' frequer,tly had no idea cf wnethLr c",pp'ing
inversions actually existed at forecasting time, and had limited prior
experif>ncf> in forecasting severe weather outside qf the So",thern Plains.
Despite these handiGaps, the forecast8r was able to t educe tr.-J :>ize of' the
LFM-based outlookc by 42% by using MASS 2.0 information withou~ suffering a
major reduction 1.n hi.s abHity to detect ("hit"). The mesoscale model J,:tovided
useful informA':.ior. to him about evolving fields of potential instability and·
t.he depth and cc.henlYlce of lifti'1g mechanisms. not obtainable from. the Ln (nor
from conventional surface observations). These findings suggeJt thc:t the model
..
could be used in an intell igent way to refine a fo,-eoaster· s threSl10id for
action.
It was noted that there was, in general, good agrc!:lment between the
(,bjective MCS 10cu3 method and the exrerimental forecnst.er' 3 be:3t 'judgments as
t.o 'W.1ere strong mesoscale convection was being forecast by the mod~l. '!h5,o3
ag/-eement gives credence to the validity of the two independent approaches for
mf~asuring tl.e me50cale performance of the model.
, It is our general conclusion that MASS 2.0 can provine veryinformatbe,
coher-ent, and meaningf••l fields that can be used for ,I v:iriety of pur'poses.
This model has gl'eat I:otential as both a res~arch tool for diagt10stic cas~
, study purposes and as a forecasting aid, but only in those situations where th~
effects of ruodel sys".ematic erl'ors are m:nima1. ' The limits to the model t 3
mesoscale predict.abllity wer~ strongly controlled by the characteristics of the
large-scRle cit<..ulation te.g., t.he "BC regime") ,by the partbular tiP": of
mesoscaJ.e regime (e.g., convective vs. non-convective) ,and by inadt'qll<1cies in
the initializatton (e.g., in the moisture field). We therefore recolllrllend that
eXprlriment::; aiMf!d at a3:Jimilatingsatellite data like VAS into thelmodel take
these mCY.lel characteristics into account.. and that ever.¥, attempt be made in the
mean':ime to remt'CIy the systematic model deficiencies before assimilation in
general is dttempted.
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